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EDUCATION: NOT SECULAR NOR SECTARIAN, BUT
RELIGIOUS.

J. M. KING, M.A., D.D., PRINCIPAL MANITOBA COLLEGE.

N UMEROUS questions are raised
when we direct our minds to

the consideration of this subject.
What form should public school edu-
cation assume ; education, that is, the
details of which are dctermined and
its cost met in part at least by the
State ? Should it be restricted to the
elementary branches, or should it em.
brace the higher branches also ?
Should it be entirely free or only par.
tially so? In particular should it be
purely secular, or should it be at the
same time religious, and if religious,
in what form is the religious element
to find place ? What I have to say this
evening will have reference to the last
only of these questions, which, how-
ever, is also by far the most important.
A purely secular system of education,
one, that is, in which there should be
no attempt to combine religious in-
struction or religious influence with
the teaching of reading, grammar and
other such branches, has some strong

* A lecture delivered at the opening of
Manitoba College, Winnipeg, Oct. 29, 1889.

and obvious recommendations, espe-
cially in the present divided state o
religious opinion. First, it is in strict
accord with what appears to be the
modern view of the function of the
State. According to this view, it is
no part of this function to teach reli-
gious truth. That lies wholly within
the domain of conscience, a domain
which a power wielding the sword may
not enter. Civil government, it is
claimed, has been instituted for quite
other purposes than that of propagat-
ing religious opinions, however true
and however important. -To use its
resources for this end is to misuse
them, and in doing so even to render
a doubtful service to the truth which
it has espoused. Again, the purely
secular system of- education escapes
numberless difficulties which are apt
to arise, when religious reaching is
made to form an integral part of the
system. There is no longer any ques-
tion of what kind and amount of
Christian instruction should be im-.
parted. There is no more any roon
for the jealousies of rival denomina-
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tions, so far as the school system is
concerned. No branch of the church,
Protestant or Catholic, can feel that
another is getting the advantage of it,
when all are treated alike, the religi-
ous opinions of all being equally
ignored. Within one domain, at
least, there is absolute freedom from
eccleslastical quarrels, the bitterest of
all quarrels as our legisiators are ac-
customed to say, with that happy
blindness to the character of their
own contentions which is so common.
Now, even admitting that the state-
ment proceeds on a somewhat exag-
gerated estimate of the danger to
peace and good feeling arising from
religious instruction finding a place in
the public school, it is an obvious
gain to have in its exclusion the door
shut against one element of jealousy
and discord. It may be added as
anoth.ier advainage, that with religious
teaching relegated to the home and
to the church, so much more time is
left for those secular branches which
all admit ought to form the staple of
public school instruction, and which
in our day have become numerous
enough to tax the brain and time both
of teachers and pupils. In the light of
such considerations as these, it is not,
perhaps,astonishingthat a purely secu.
lar system of public school instruction
should present itself to many persons
as the best, or if not the absolutely
best, yet the best practicable in a com-
munity where such diversities of reli-
gious opinion exist as exist among
ourselves. Is it the best, then, or
even the best practicable ? Is it good
at ail ? I do not think so, and it will
be my aim in the first part of this lec-
ture to support this opinion in the
calmest and most dispassionate man-
ner in my power. First, then, I ask
you to notice that, when the purely
secular system of education is sup-
.ported on the plea that it is no part
of the function of the State to teach
religious truth, consistency demands

the exclusion of all religious ideas
from the authorized text books, even
to that of the Divine existence, which
is not only a religious truth, but the
fundamental truth of religion If
there must not be religious instruc-
tion in the public school, if the read-
ing of the' Bible even must form no
part of the exercises, because the
State, which sustains the school, trans-
cends its legitimate and proper sphere
when it undertakes to teach religious
truth, then, on the same ground, any
literature which expresses religious
opinions or appeals to religious senti-
ments or enforces religious obliga
tions, must be excluded from the
books used in the class-room, or these
must be purged of the obtrusive if not
obuoxious element prior to their ad-
mission. The principles of morality,
if enforced at all by the teacher, must
be enforced by considérations aio-
gether distinct from the authority, the
character or the will of the Creator.
The Ten Commandments, giving the
summary of the Divine will in relation
to man, and the basis for over three
thousand years of human morals, can-
not be taught. Such are the conclu-
sions which we are compelled by a
resistless logic to accept, if we adopt
the fundaniental principles of secular-
ism, viz., that the State oversteps its
proper sphere when it undertakes to
teach religious truth, and on that
principle argue for the exclusion. of
the reading of the Bible or any defi-
nite religious instruction from the ex-
ercises of the public school. And
some have not hesitated to accept
them in their entirety. France, logi-
cal, if anything, has done so. It has
not, indeed, adopted the blasphenous
atheistic catechisms which have been
long current among a certain class of
the population, but it has, if I am
rightly informed, with an unhappy
consistency, entirely removed the
name of God, and the whole group of
ideas connected therewith, from the
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text-books which it puts into the
hands of its youth. An Australian
colony, too, lias not hesitated, in con-
formity with the secularistic principle
which it has adopted, to excise from
a passage of Longfellow the lines ex-
pressive of religious sentiment, before
giving it a place in the book of les-
sons. The people of Manitoba, I
feel sure, are not prepared for any such
course in the matter of public school
education. And in rejecting it-in
regarding it with instinctive revulsion
-they must be viewed as at the same
tune repudiating the purely secular
view of the State and its functions on
which it is based and of wnich it *is
the logical outcome.

So lar, however, the conclusion is
a purely negative one. Religious in-
struction in the public schools is not
ruled out by the character of the State
as a civil institution. But even if ad-
missible, is it expedient ? Is it requi-
site? The answer to this question,
which is one of the very highest im-
portance, can only come from a con-
sideration of the end contemplated in
public school education. What, then,
is the aim of the State in instituting
and maintaining public schools ?
There will probably be very general
accord on this point. The ain surely
is, or at least ought to be, to make
good citizens, as far as education can
be supposed to make such; citizens
who, by their intelligence, their in-
dustry, their self-control, their respect
for law, will tend to build up a strong
and prosperous State; citizens whose
instructed minds, whose trained pow-
ers, whose steadfast principles will
serve to promote the public welfare.
This, and neither more nor less, must
be the aim of the public school in the
view of the State, and as far as sup-
ported by it ; not more--it overshoots
the mark when it seeks to develop the
purely spiritual qualities, the graces
of a religious life, except as these are
subservient to the origination and

growth of civic virtues, and not less;
it falls as far short of the mark when
it is viewed as designed simply to give
instruction in reading, arithnetic and
other such branches, and thereby to
promote intelligence and to train in-
tellect. The idea of the institution is
most defective, so defective as to be
virtually misleading, which makes the
school simply a place for imparting
knowledge, or, in addition, an intel-
lectual gymnasium. It should be be-
yond question that the State, in un-
dertaking the work of education, can
only find an aim at once adequate and
consistent in the preparation of the
youth, so far as public education can
prepare them, for the parts they have
to play in civil life. In a single word,
the aim of the public school is to
make good citizens, or to train the
youth of the State that they shall be-
come good citizens. But to make
good citizens the school must make
good men. Character is at least as
requisite as intelligence, virtuous ha-
bits as trained intellect, to the proper
equipment for life. The prosperity,
whether of the individual or of the
State, rests on a treacherous basis,
which does not rest on integrity and
selt-control. It is often the precursor
of ruin. Against that ruin learning,
whether of the school or of the col-
lege, is but z feéble barrier. Nay,
learning divorced from morals, dis-
ciplined intellect disengaged from the
control of virtuous principle may only
make that ruin more speedy and more
complete--may have no other result
than to give us more skilful swindlers
or more expert thieves. In this way,
the school instructing the mind and
cultivating the intellectual faculties
while disregarding the moral nature,
constitutes a real danger and may be-
come a positive injury both to the in-
dividual and to society. In any case
it must be obvious that the good man
is necessary to constitute the good
citizen, and the education therefore
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which is to promote the wclfare of so-
ciety and of the State must be capable
of forming good men-it must at lcast
aim at doing so. But to nake good
men tlicrc must bc moral tcaching
and moral training ; that is, there
must be both instruction in the prin-
ciples of norality and the effort to
sec that these principles are acted
out by those in attendance on the
school. The virtu::s of truthfulncss,
purity, gentleness, self control-the
virtues which go to make good men
-if in any sense native to the soit of
our fallen nature, find much in it to
retard their growth. They need to
be cultivated. The opposite vices-
falsehood, selfishness, angry passion
-will show themselves more or less
in every school-room and every play-
ground. They will need to be wisely
but firmily repressed. The school, if
its aim ue to make not simply expert
arithmeticians, correct grammarians,
but truthful and upright men, pure
minded and gentle women, cannot
disregard the workings of the moral
nature, as these come out from day
to day within it, nov on their better
side, now on their worse. The better
must be fostered and encouraged, the
worse checked and in some cases pun-
ished. The conscience must be ap-
pealed to. The sense of duty must
be cultivated. The habit of obedience
must be taught. It is true that the
public school is not primarily a school
of morality any more than it is prim-
arily a school of religion, but a teacher
charged with the oversight of children
for five or six hours a day during the
inost formative period of life, may not
ignore the moral nature, as it reveals
itself every hour in his presence. He
must rebuke or punish indolence,
falsehood, rudeness, malice, even as
he must encoulage diligence, truthful-
ness, purity and gentleness. For him
to be indifferent or neutral in the con-
flict between good and evil which
goes on in the school-room and the

play-ground as really as in the busi-
ness mart or the legislative hall, of
which the hcart of the youngest child
is the seat, as undeniably as that of
the busiest adult, is virtually to betray
the cause of right ; and in mercy at
once to the child and to society, lie
must make his sympathy with good-
ness, with right character and right
conduct, clearly and decisively feit.
At any rate, if the public sclool is to
be the seed-plot of noble character, of
gencrous virtues, and not simply of
scholastic attainments, if it is to fur-
nish society with good citizens, and
not simply with smart arithmeticians
or possibly with apt criminals, there
must be found in it, not only method-
ical, instruction and careful intellectual
drill, but amid all else, as the occasion
offers or requires, moral teaching and
moral influence. The presiding genius
in every school, a genius which may
be often silent but which should never
sleep, ought to be a lofty and gener-
ous morality. But (and this forms
the last link in the argument against
a purely secular system of education)
moral teaching, to be effective in the
highest degree, or in any degree near
to the highest, must lean on religion
and be enforced by its considerations
It is this position especially that the
apologist for a purely secular system
refuses to accept. It is claimed that
it is possible to teach morality, and
morality of a high kind, without in-
troducing the religious element in any
farm. Everything turns here on what
is meant by the teaching of morality.
If by this is neant simply, pointing
out in words what is proper and duti-
ful in h-uman conduct, defining the
duties which men owe to each other,
then it is possible. The summaries
of morals which are found in the ag-
nostic literature of the period not the
less excellent that they are, in good
part, borrowed without acknowledg
ment from the Bible, demonstrate it
possibility. But to how little purpos
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arc duties pointed out in the school-
room, or anywhere cise, if there are
no considerations presented, cnforc-
ing their performance, no sanctions
of a high and sacred kind to secure
them against neglect or violation.
The whole end contemplated in the
teaching of morality, is to bring the
teaching into practice, to have the
precept translated into action. And
the main difficulty in the attainment
of this end, as every one knows, lias
alvays been in connection, not with
the rule, but vith the motive; it lias
always been, not to point out the
direction in which the life should
move, but to cause it to take this
direction, in spite of the deflccting
force at work. The failure of Pagan
systems of morality was far more due
to defective sanctions, than to wrong
rules of conduct, and the vice and
crime which are found in every Chris-
tian country to-day are in only a small
degree the result of ignorance of what
is right. They are mainly due to sin-
fui dispositions, some of theni inherit-
ed, to unbridled appetites, and to the
force of bad example. Now the prob-
lem is, to find and to bring into play
a motive or a cluster of motives pow-
erful enough to overcome these forces
of evil, and to carry the life in spite
of them towards whar is good. In the
absence of religion, with that sphere
closed, where is the public school to
find such a motive ? Denied access
to those which religion supplies, by
what considerations is it to enforce
obedience to the moral rules which it
lays down? There are, of course,
considerations of expediency, of self-
respect, of the authority of the teacher,
and the fear in extreme cases of the
rod which he wields, to which appeal
can be made, but who would expect
noble and generous character or ac-
tion as the result ? It is undeniable
that the highest and most powerful
motives of right conduct lie within
the religious sphere. Even if it does

not require the idea of Gnd to render
the conception of duty intelligible-
to ground it-as many think it does,
it is certain that the being and char-
acter and moral government of God
give to the word duty a new force,
and invest the whole details of duty
with a new sacredness, presenting
them as the embodiment of the Cre-
ator's vill. It is not less certain that
added hatefulness and terror gather
round falsehood, selfishness, injustice,
ail that is undutiful and wrong, when
it is viewed as the object of His dis-
pleasure ' in whom we live and move
and have our being; " whilé a whole
circle of moral excellencies. patience,
meekness, gentleness, considerate re-
gard for others, self-denial, do not so
much gain added .charms as they al-
most corne first into distinct sight,
when they are enjoined in the words
and displayed in the life of the Savi-
our of mankind. There may be a
select few--persons of philosophical
thought-who can dispense with these
sanctions of morality, or who think
they can; whose observance of duty
rests on some other grounds, but to
the great bulk of mankind, and very
specially to children, they furnish the
strongest and most appreciable mo-
tives to virtuous action--they are
the indispensable supporters of right
conduct. To me, theiefore, it is as
certain as any moral truth can be that
to shut (ut religion from the public
school, and thus to refuse to the
teacher the employment of these sanc.
tions, is to render the moral teaching
weak and ineffective, and therefore to
defeat the very end which alone justi-
fies the State in maintaining the school,
the training of good citizens, or at the
very least, to make the attainment of
that end far less complete than it might
be. Even Huxley says: " My belief
is that no human being, and that no
society composed of human beings,
ever did or ever will corne to nuch
unless their conduct was governed
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and guided by the love of an ethical
idea, viz., religion. Undoubtedly
your gutter child may he converted
by mere intellectual drill into the
'subtlest of al] the beasts in the field,'
but ve know what has becorwe of the
original of that description and there
is no need to increase the number."
The necessity of religious truth to
effective moral teaching would be ad-
mitted by some, not by ail, of the ad-
vocates of a purely secular system of
public education. It would be more
or less fully admitted by most of them
who are professedly Christian men.
But the ground is taken that while
the knowledge of religious truth is
desirable, it is best, especially in the
divided state of opinion on religious
questions, that religious instruction
should be communicated by the pa-
rent and by the church, and that the
school should confine itself to instruc-
tion in the secular branches. This is
plausible; it is no more. I believe
the position to be essentially unsound.
For, first, if moral teaching, enforced
by religious considerations, is requisite
in order to make good, law-abiding
citizens-that is, in order to promote
the security and the well-being of so-
ciety, the State ought to be able itselt
to furnish it, Ond ought to furnish it
in the schools which it maintains. It
is not denied for a moment that there
is a kind and amount of religious in-
struction which is more competent to
the parent and to the church, that
there are aspects of religious truth, as
for example, the nature and the neces-
sity of regeneration, the work of the
Holy Spirit, with which perhaps these
alone should be expected to deal, but
the more general truths of religion, as
the existence, the character and the
moralgovernment of God-such truths
as we have seen add to the sanctions
of virtue and strengthen the sense of
duty-these it must be competent for
the State to teach, otherwise it does
not possess the means for its own pre-

servation and for the protection of its
own well-being. Second, the restric-
tion of the school to purely secular
instruction with the relegation of reli-
gious instruction and even moral on
its religious side, to the home and the
church gives no security that the lat-
ter will he supplied at ail in many
cases. There are not a few parents,
even in our favoured land, who are
too indifferent to impart moral and
religious tcaching to their children ;
not a few whose own character and
habits render therao quite incapable of
effectively doing so. And whi!e the
churches-Protestant and Catholic-
are active, there are no doubt many
children and young persons not found
in attndance on the Sabbath Schools
with which they have dotted the sur-
face of our vast country. The scat-
tered nature of the settlements ren-
ders attendance in these more diffi-
cult, and, in any case, the churches
have no authority to enforce it, if the
youth are indifferent or indisposed.
Make public education strictly secular,
and it can scarcely fail to happen that
in cases not a few the youth of the
province will get their arithmetic and
grammar from the school, their morals
from the street curner or the saloon.
That is not a result which any thought-
ful and patriotic citizen can contem-
plate with satisfaction.

And lastly on this point, the divi-
sion of instruction into secular and
sacred, with the relegation of the one
to the public school and of the other
to the home and the Church, which
is the ideal of some who should know
better, proceeds upon a radical mis-
apprehension of the constitution of
man's being, in which the intellectual-
and moral nature are inseparably in-
tertwined, and in which both parts
are constantly operative. It ignores
the fact that man is a single and indi-
visible entity. It is possible to divide
the branches of knowledge, but it is.
not possible to divide the chiid to
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whom they arc to bc taught. Above
al], it is not possible to keep the
moral nature in suspense or inaction,
vhile the intellectual is being deailt
with. This iq the p"int on which the
whole question bcfore us turns. The
opinion of one who has not takcn it
into account is really north vcry
little. The child can pass from one
branch of secular instruction to an-
other. He can be taught arithmetic
this hour, grammar that, and in Icarn-
ing the second he ceases to have any-
thing to do with the first, but in learn
ing the one and the other he continues
to be moral; he cannot cease to be
this any more than he can cease to
breathe and yet live. During the
whole six or seven hours daily that he
is withdrawn from under the cye of
the parents who are supposed to be
primarily, if not exclusively, responsi-
ble for his moral and religions train-
ing (for the two in any effective sense
must go together) amid lessons and
amid play his moral nature is opera-

tive, sometimes very nctively opera-
tive, the principle and habits of a life-
time are being formed under the
teachcr's cye. Has the tcachcr any
responsibility in the prcmises ? Must
he not hear the profane word in the
play ground ? Must he not observe
the falsehood that is spoken in the
class.room ? Must he look with in-
difference on the display of selfish
feeling as he might look upon a wart
on a pupil's hand ? Who will say so?
The very idea is abhorrent .to every
right mind. But if he has responsi-
bility for the moral development of
his pupil, then there must not be
dcnied to him the most effective in-
strument, if not for correcting impro-
prieties of conduct, yet for evoking
noble and virtuaus action, religious
truth, the truths of our 'common
Christianity-in other words, the
education must not be absolutely
secular. The welfare of the child
and the welfare of the State alike
forbid it.

(To be continued.)

THE STUDY OF LITERATURE.

INAUGURAL LECTURE BY PROF. ALeXANDER, TORONTO UNIVERSITY.

{Conlut-iued from November No.)

'T'HE stimulation of noble and
1 pleasing emotions is the aim of

the poet; but emotion cannot exist
by itself. It is merely the form, the
garb in which something more sub-
stantial is clothed by the mind, and
this substance, in the case of all great
and abiding artistic work, is truth.
No art, no beauty of expression can
give more than a temporary hold on
the minds of the race to what is fun-
danentally untrue. Enduring works
of imagination are not fiction in the
sense of being false; on the contrary,
they are truer embodiments of obser-

vation and insight than the vast ma-
jority of mankind can arrive at for
themselves. There is much false fic-
tion in the world, doubtless, giving
misleading ideas of men and things-
enough to afford some ground to the
old fashioned prejudice against read-
ing novels. But falsity is neither a
necessary characteristic of fiction, nor
a consequence of the unreality of the
persons and events which works of
imagination usually present. Falsity
can no more*be invariably attributed
to what is called fiction, than truth to
what is called history. Indeed I
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know not if the sum total of truth
contained in English fiction be not
grêatcr than the sum total of truth
contaned in English history. The
greatest English novelist of the last
century mockingly calls his works his-
tories, and in the introduction which
he prefixed to the divisions of one of
them, humorously vindicates their
claim to truth in comparison with
works usually so denominated. And
the claim is not without justification.
In the Eighteenth Ccntury Fielding
attempted to give a picturc of Eng-
lish social life as it was ; Hume, of
English political life as it had been.
Beyond question, Fielding's is the
truer work, as time has shown it to
be the more enduring. Each genera
tion of Englishmen flnds it necessary
to re-write the history of England;
each generation of scholars the histo-
ries of Greece and Rome, for each
secs the inadequacy of its predeces-
sors" attempts-; that inadequacy lies
not in the incompetence of the vriters,
but in the co-nplexity of their subject
and in the insufficiency of their data.
That on existing data an historian
should give us in detail an absolutely
true picture of the actual Brutus, for
example, is an impossibility. But
Shakespeare, like the geometrician,
makes his own hypothesis. He as-
cribes a certain character to Brutus,
and represents him as influenced by
certain men and certain circum-
stances, so that the assassination of
Cesar is the natural and inevitable
outcome. The representation is ab-
solutely true, not as a picture of the
historic Brutus--that, it is not the
business of the poet to give-but of
universal human nature, of how cer-
tain characters would have acted un-
der the influence of certain surround-
ings. The truth of the picture comes
frorn the poet's control over his facts,
as the unvarying exactness of geo-
metrical deductions comes from the
arbitrary nature of the fundamental

assumptions. Ir a certain sense,
truth may be denied to the results of
gcometry, inasmuch as they have no
exact correlatives in the real world;
*hilc in another sense thcy posscss
the highcst truth, and when applied
to the concrete universe, as in astron-
omy, givc results the most accurate
attained by science. Therc is a cer-
tain analogy to this in the work ot a
poet. The truths of history and bio-
graphy arc at best particular; to ap-
ply them to life we must generalize
theni. The representations of poetry
on the other hand have an element
of universality. Shakespeare's men
and women are, as Coleridge says,
embodiments cf the universal, indi-
vidgalizations of the type, and conse-
quehtly possess validity everywhere,
and for all time.

But it is not merely truth of the
historic type-pictures of human ac.
rinn anA tha pety - re-

sents. It presents also truths of a
scientific, or philosophic nature. Un-
like science and philosophy, however,
poetry, aiming mainly at emotion, con-
fines itself to a certain range of truths
fitted to kindle this, and is more con-
cerned with the manner in which they
are expressed than with their novelty.
Indeed, they are the old fundamental
truths, the patrimony of the race, in-
tertwined with ail our instincts, that
poetry treats by preference ; for these
are most deeply rooted in our emo-
tional nature. Novel truths, on the
other hand, it rather shuns ; the in-
tellectual effort in grasping them, and
the lack of unquestioned certainty
which attends them are fatal to emo-
tional absorption. The novelty of
poetry, therefore, lies in its form,
rather than, in its material. Poetry
owes its power to its manner, in virtue
of which it transmutes dead ternis
apprehended by the intellect only,
into living convictions grasped by the
whole moral nature, which vibrates
responsive to them. The difference
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is illustrated by the analogous con-
trast, in the sphere of religion, bet wcen
the cold assent of reason and the
warm embrace of faith. Accorditgly,
the differcnce bctween the poetic and
scientific presentation of truth, thouigh
mcrely onC of manner, is immeasur-
ably great. To give a glimpse of this,
allow me to present an example or
two of the same facts stated scicntiic-
ally and poetically. In a scientific
work, you might perhaps find sone
such statement as this : " The extinc-
tion of man and of ail that lie has
produced i- -ssured by the action of
certain forces on the terrestrial globe,
which must ultimately result in the
destruction of that body and its return
to its primitive nebulous condition."

Shakespeare expresses the sanie
idea:
And, like the baselcss fabric of this vision,
The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous

palaces,
The solemn teniples, the great globe itscif,
Yca, ail which it inherit, shall dissolvc
And like this insubstantial pageant fadcd
Leave. not a wrack bchind. Wc arc such stuff
As dreams arc made on, and . ur ittic life
Is rounded with a sleep.

Again in the closing chapter of the
First Book of Samuel, we find an
historic statement of certain facts:

" Now the Philistines fough t against
Israel; and the men of Israel fled
before the Philistines, and fell dvu'n
siain in Mount Gilboa. And the
Phitistines followed hard up)n Saul
and upon his son ; and the Philistinus
slew Jonathan, and Abinadah o.ad
Melchishua, Saul's sons," and so
forth.

In the following chapter this narra-
tive is fused into form and beauty by
the glowing emotion and imagination
of the poet David :

" And David lamented with this
lamentation over Saul and over Jona-
than his son : The beauty of Israel is
slain upon thy high places: how are
the mighty fallen! Tell it not in
Gath, publish it not in the streets of

Askelon; lest the daughters of the
Philistines rejoice, lest the daughters
of the uncircumciscd triumnh. Yc
mountains of Gilhoa let there be no
dew, neither let there ie any rain
upon you, nor fields of offerings ; for
there the slicld of the mighty is vilcly
cast away, the shicld of Saul, as though
he had not been anointed with oil.
Saul and Jonathan wcre lovely and
pleasant in their lives and in their
death they were not divided; they
were swifter thai eaglcs, they were
stronger than lions ? How are the
mighty fallen in the midst of the
battle ? O, Jonathan, thou wast slain
in thine high places. I am distressed
for thee, my brother Jonathan: very
pleasant hast thou been to me ; thy
love to me was wonderful, passing the
love of women i How are the mighty
fallen and the weapomns of war per-
ished 1 "

Thus in poetr.y we do not stand
outside the thoughts and characters
presented, we enter into then ; not
merely the range of our knowledge is
widened, but the range of our experi-
ence, through that sympathy with
emotion which it is the essence of
poetry to kindie. To us, in the some-
what narrowing conditions of our
daily lives, such stimulus and expan-
sion are especially necessary. Our
surroundings and education are wont
to leave neglected the zesthetic side
of our nature, and, except in litera-
ture, we have scarcely any means for
its cuiltivation. In this land, ie
young and ardent spirit cannot find
food for ideal aspiration in the master-
pieces of Phidias, or of Praxiteles, of
Raphael or of Titian. Our college
towns are not Oxfords, nor can we
feel the serene and majestic calm
which clings about the cathedrals of
England and Normandy, or the towers
and basilicas of Tuscary. In our
native province we grow to manhood
untouched by, and for the mriost part
ignorant of, the educating power of
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plastic art. Perhaps the very build-
ing in which we stand has been the
first to waken in us that elevating
sense of beauty and repose which ar-
chitecture can give. The more need
then, in the dearth of other means of
oesthetic culture, that we should have
recourse to literature, at once the
widest, most efficient, and most easily
appreciated of artis'ic forces. Our
esthetic sensibilities form a part of

our own nature which liberal culture
can by no means afford te overlook.
On the individual or nation which
neglects or represses them, they exact
vengeance in narrowness of intellect
or morais. The world's history has
more than once shown, that when
the higher emotions are stifled, the
lower asr.ert themselves, and plunge
society into an orgie of sensuality,
such as followed the iron rule of the
Puritans in England. And not
merely for itself is beautiful emotion
desirable. Aristotle, long ago, noted
its purifying effects on the mind. It
cannot, of course, be denied that
xsthetic sensibility may co-exist with
weak moral character, and that fine
feeling does not necessarily lead to
noble action. Yet its general elevat-
irig tendency is none the less real.
The soul vibrating in sympathy with
great deeds and lofty character, the
sou], touched by the sense of human
sorrow and human guilt, whether in
nature or art, can, for the time at
least, find no pleasure in anything
that is ignoble or degrading. And
if the study of poetry is an emotional
discipline and a moral force, it is no
less an intellectual discipline and
practical aid. "1 The highest poetry,"
Mathew Arnold says, "is at bottom
a criticism of life and the greatness of
a poet lies in the beautiful and power-
ful application of ideas to-life, to the
question - how to live." It is the
business of science to attain truth ;
of poetry, to seize that truth in as far
as it is applicable to life; and to give

it perfect expression, Hence Words-
worth has called poetry " the impas-
Fioned expression which is the coun-
tenance of all science," and again,
" the breath and finer spirit of all
knowledge." It is in virtue of this
side of his work that the poet is a
philosopher, and comes to the assist.
ance of the thoughtful spirit craving
an answer to the great problems of
life. Philosophy or metaphysics at-
tempts to solve these, but studies so
profound and technical require special
intellectual endowments, and must
ever remain the sphere of the few;
while any solution to which the un-
aided individual can attain will inevit-
ably be narrow and eccentric. It
muqt be broadened from every source
at command, and not least in litera-
ture is to be found a treasure-house
of aid suggestions, the more stimu-
lating that they are but suggestions,
partial solutions the more enduring
that they are but partial, and some-
times a complete philosophy implicit
where we least expect it. So that in
poetry we find not only a fountain
of beauty whence we may drain per-
petual draughts of joy, but a store-
house of wisdom whence we may
draw treasures new and old, and arm
ourselves with weapons for the battle
of life.

Thus far we have considered the
results-the discipline, the know-
ledge, the enjoyment-which we are
to look for in the study of literature.
It remains that I indicate succinctly
the nethod by which these results are
to be attained. It has been made
sufficiently evident, in the previous
part of this address, that our studies
must primarily and chiefly have to do
with the great works of literature
themselves, not with facts about them
or their authors, nor with the judg-
ment of critics concerning them. If
we wish to cultivate our musical taste
we must hear good music; if we wish
to understand and enjoy painting and
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sculpture, we must see good painting
and sculpture. And it is both logi-
cal and natural to acquiresome inter-
est in, and acquaintance with litera-
ture, before we enter the history of
literature. Yet it is no uncommon
practice in the teaching of this sub-
ject to begin with the names and dates
and authors of books of which the
student has perhaps not read a word,
and in which consequently he has no
intelligent interest. He is made to
recite glibly criticisms of whose jus-
tice he can form no possible judg-
ment, lacking the first of all require.
ments-acquaintance ivith their ob-
ject. On the other hand, if we follow
the natural method, we cannot go
wrong; and it is a fact that men of
aptitude for literature all acquire their
love and knowledge of literature in
the same way. They become inter.
ested in certain books; then their
curiosity is awakened with regard to
the authors, and the circumstances
amidst which the books were pro-
duced. They are led from the study
of particular works to the study of
writers and periods, i.e., to the history
of literature. The development of
interest and understanding, however,
is the earlier, tie more difiicult, and
by far the more important task. If a
teacher - is successlul in making a
student conscious in some adequate
measure of the excellence of a single
great work--" Hamlet," or ".Lyci.
das," or " Waverly," or , Tintern
Abbey," he has, done infinitely more
for that student than if he had made
him a complete encyclopædia of the
facts with regard to all books in the
English language from Caedmon to
Tennyson. The man who has in any
adequate measure been made sensible
of the beauty and power of any great
work, has had the love of literature
kindled in him, and has learnt the
secret of literary interpretation.

It is at this stage, when we have
the- works before us, that ue can

fi7st make profitable use of the
criticisms of others. Such critic-
isms are not dogmas to be adopt-
ed, but helps to the directing of
our own eyes, and the awakening of
deeper insight into that which we
have already read. In making use of
critical helps we should be on our
guard against the common error of
losing sight of the whole in the study
of the parts. Too often the main end,.
the enjoyment and comprehension of
a great work, is lost sight of in the
excessive explanation of allusions and
phrases. It is of course essential to
accurate scholarship and honest think-
ing that the meaning of each word
and phrase as used in the author
should be understood. It is'riot how-
ever essential that the history and
etylnology of a word should be ex-
plamed, except in so far as light is
thereby thrown on the use of the word
in the passage under consideration.
The mature mind prefers that its facts
and ideas should be acquired in large
masses of logically connected material.
The miscellaneous information ob-
tained in notes remains in the stu-
dent's mind till an examination is
passed, and then, for the most part,
gradually evaporates. Having warned
you against this Scylla of literary study,
let me caution vou. on the other hand
against the Charybdis of slovenliness
and inaccuracy. The student of lit-
erature, perhaps, more than others is,
tempted to dilettanteism, too apt to
be satisfied with a species 6f passive
enjoyment, prone to overlook the
claims of accuracy and thoroughness.
Experience in my own case, and ob-
servation in that of others, have taught
me that it is a great mistake to study
in a subject just what we care for and
what is pleasant to us. Thorough-
ness and completeness lend interest
in time to the dryest subjects, but
slovenliness and self-pleasing are fatal
to it. We owe a debt of gratitude to-
examinations, though it is the fashion,
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to abuse them, for the safeguards
they erect against this kind of study.
Remember we inside the University
are scholars, not amateurs, and thor-
ougliness is the first requisite of the
true scholar.

The enjoyment and understanding
of literature, the fundamental quali-
fication for all literary study, has ac-
cidentally originated in various men
through the perusal of very different
books, as tastes and circumstances
may have determined. In college
classes ivhere individual preference
cannot be consulted, and where stu-
dents have attained considerable ina-
turity, I believe that in the dramas of
Shakespeare we find the best instru-
ments for awakening genuine literary
taste, and for the disciplining of that
which has already been awakenld.
The works of Shakespeare are to be
preferred, not merely on account of
their surpassing greatness, but also
because in them a breadth ot know-
ledge and sympathy give points of
contact and interest for men of the
most diverse capacities and tempera-
'ments. Other writers appeal to a
more or less narrow circle; Shake-
speare, to all men. If the student
has any aptitude for literature what-
ever, and even if he has none, he
may usually be made to perceive on
some side the greatness of Shake-
speare; so multitudinous and striking
are the excellences of that most humun
and universal of writers. Having ac-
quired some insight into Shakespeare,
we ought in the same way to make an
accurate study of, and learn to enjoy
a considerable number of our greatest
and most typical English writers.
The more diverse these are in genius,
the more complete and adequate will
the student's training and culture be.

But our University studies must
not stop liere. This is merely the
first, though the most important and
most difficult stage. When we have
read a book with interest, when it

bas been a source of keen enjoyment
and intellectual stimulus, whven it
bas widened our horizon, we then
naturally wish to know something of
its author and of the circumstances of
its production. This, indeed, as I
explained at the opening, is a neces-
sary factor in the complete under-
standing of a book. It is thus that
we are led from the study of single
works to the study of writers; from
books to men. But again we find it
is not sufficient merely to master a
man's collective writings and the de-
tails of his life. To complete our
understanding of the work, or our
conception of the writer, we must
know something of the intellectual
atposphere which surrounded him,
of the currents of thought, and the
spirit of his time. In doing this we
pass from the study of the individual
writer to the study of the period in
which he lived,-to the history of lit-
erature. Arrived at this stage, we
find that books and authors, possess-
ing but little in themselves to merit
our attention, have now, as links in
the chain of literary development, a
new interest and importance through
their influence upon greater writers,
and through the insight which they
afford into the current thought of the
age Thus starting irom single au-
thors with a desire of fully under-
standing their works and of forming
a complete and true likeness of them
as men, we find a new conception
and a new aim dawning upon us-
the conception of the solidarity of
literature, the aim of forming a ccm-
plete image of th- thought of an age
in all its manifold relations. As a
writer unconsciously reveals himself
in his work, so a nation at each epoch
of its history reveals itself in its col-
lective literary products. As one's
knowledge and insight deepen, all
books, all writers assume their proper
places in the picture; great currents
of thought, obscure streams of influ-
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ence, the manifold relations of think-
ers, the action and re-action of thought
become manifest, and the whole ad-
justs itself in fitting perspective. But
this picture is still incomplete, unless
we follow backward and forvard the
lines of development, see the passing
phenomena in their relation to tlieir
antecedents and their results. We
thus arrive at our final task, as stu-
dents of English literature at least,
the task of tracing out and imaging
the development of national thought
from the time when it first emerges
from the obscurity of an illiterate aud
pre-historic past to its culmenation in
the multitudinous streams of literary
activity amidst which we ourselves live.

You see then, in brief, what practi-
cal course we ought to take. First we
must awaken and discipline literary
taste by the study of individual works,.
Next we must widen this taste by a
thorough knowledge of the best works
of the greatest writers. Thirdly, we are
to iake the literature of a period our
subject, study minutely its leading
writers, make our acquaintance with
its chief writers more intimate by
reading, to some extent, their less
important works, and widen our
knowledge of the literature of the
period by a course of reading among
secondary authors. It is impossible
and undesirable, however, that the
ordinary student should spend much
time on books which have merely an
historical interest. So that at this
point in his course he may profitably
make use of abstracts and criticisms
of books which he himself is not able
to read. These facts and opinions
have now a genuine interest for him
through the relations which minor
works bear to the general course of
literary development. Thus, having
mastered literature of one or two
periods, and knowing something of
the great literature of all periods,
it would be well, in the fourth place,
if- time precludes such detailed ex-

amination of the whole of English
literature, that the student should have
put before him a brief sketch of the
entire development of English litera-
ture, so that all that lie has learned
or will learn, may fall into its fitting
place in the scheme of the whole.

I have thus completed a brief ex-
position of the main results which
may be expected to spring from the
study of literature, and a still briefer
indication of the proper method of
attaining them. If, in urging its im-
portance, I have iaintained its supe-
riority in some respects to other sub-
jects, it is ir: no spirit of disparage-
ment to these, for I well know that
they in their turn afford a discipline
which literature cannot give. The
place I claini for literature among her
sister studies is an high one, and can
be filled by none of them ; but culture
is broader than literature, and, as the
curriculum of this Universitv indi-
cates, a truly liberal culture must be
many-sided. Again, I have repre-
sented the results of literary study in
their highest manifestations ; have set
up an ideal toward which we must
strive. But the laws of the universe
are mostly realized in tendencies, and
if our studies only tend to bring about
the results indicated, we must not be
discouraged, but work patiently to-
wards a more perfect realization.
Nor have I urged the cause of litera-
ture in anr narrow sense. What I
have said is applicable, not merely to
English literature, but to all literature.
Especially do I acknowledge here the
claims of classical literature, which
seems to me, if pursued in a proper
spirit, especially fitted to produce
that openness and flexibility of mind,
and soundness of judgment, of which
I spoke in the earlier part of this
lecture. Valuable, above all, is the
literature of Greece, whether we re-
gard its variety, its perfection of form,
its wealth of ideas, its unique develop-
ment, or its abiding fo'ce in mould-
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ing the literature of western Europe.
On the other hand, the various mod-
ern literatures are much more quickly
and easily accessible, and come nearer
to us in thought and feeling. Accord-
ing to taste and temperament one
student will feel himself attracted to
that of Germany, another to that of
France, or of Italy. But, after all,
the wide, varied, and splendid litera.
ture open to all of us in our mother
tongue is a sufficient instrument of

literary culture, and from it, at any
rate, we must begin. Literary taste
and love of books must be developed
there. None of us will be disposed,
I think, to differ from Prof. Huxley
in a remark of his with which I will
close : " If an Englishman cannot
get literary culture out of his Bible,
his Shakespeare, his Milton, neither
will the profoundest study of Homer
and Sophocles, Virgil and Horace,
give it to him."

ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION IN HIGH SCHOOLS.

S. THURBER, BOSTON.

IN case the secondary teacher of
English finds his proper work

thwarted by the lack of preparation
in his pupils, he must postpone every-
thing to the recovery of the lost
ground. If the primary work has
not been done for him, he must do
it himself. The foundations of good
writing cannot be dispensed with.
It is idle to attempt to pursue the
study of composition from the point
of view of rhetoric with pupils who
have never been trained to care in
spelling and punctuation. Some
things must be taken for granted in
the secondary schools, just as they
must in life generally. It is no praise
to spell comon words correctly, but
it is a humiliation and a disgrace to
spell thern wrong. If the high school
pupil's essay , oounds in mistakes of
spelling and punctuation, the teacher
cannot take it into the range of rhe-
torical criticism. It must be dealt
with on the plane of *the spelling
book or the grammar. The high
school teacher will naturally aim to
read all that his pupils'write: that
is, hie will require of them no more
than he can rea.d. He will examine
their work carefully, to see in what
stage of development they are, in

order that his own procedures may
be rightly adjusted to the actual con-
ditions. Doubtless it happens some-
times that the first high school year
is partly wasted for the lack of a care-
ful scrutiny by the teacher into the
fitness of his classes for the work
which lie contemplates. He cannot
afford to omit this personal inspection
of his pupils' habits of writing. It
will not do to take anything for granted.
It is well known that young men even
reach college in a state of immaturity
as to their power and skill in expres-
sion which astonishes college officers
and prompts them to cry out against
the training these youth have had in
school.

That the work of the high school
in English is so poorly done as col-
lege instructors know it to be, is not
to be ascribed to ignorance of good
English in the teachers, but to their
laxity of method, and especially to
the easy-going habit of allowing pupils'
English to be written and then to pass
without ocular inspectior». A teacher
who simply listens to the reading of a
composition knows but little about it.
When a large number of these papers
come in at once, there is great temp-
tation to examine them superficially.
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or even not at all. The reading of
composition in class is of little avail
except as furnishing opportunity for
-criticism of expressions whose faulti-
ness is patent to the ear of a listener.
Just as college instructors examine
and report to us the condition of ap-
plicants as to skill in writing English,
so should we do by pupils sent us
from the primary schools. Now we
are to begin our instruction in the art
of expression depends wholly on the
question, w/here we are to begin.

The point in doubt is not usually
how much the pupils knnw, but how
well trained are they in correct habits.
The question is not whether they can
and will spell isolated words correctly,
when startled, as it were, into thought
on the spelhng; but whether they
have an abiding ambition to appear
well in their writing, and whether this
ambition has been nursed in them so
long that it has developed into fixed
habits that may be trusted to take
care of themselves w'ichout perpetual
admonition. The question is not
whether the pupils know that each
sentence should begin with a capital
and be followed by a period, but whe-
ther they use capitals and periods with
unvarying accuracy. The question is
not whether they know many things,
but whether they know when they do
not know, and are moved by an irre-
sistible inner prompting to use dic-
tionaries and other sources of know-
ledge when the need arises.

The case may occur that pupils en-
tering a high school appear strangely
apathetic about their appearance in
their English writing, and need sharp
stimulus of some kind to make them
realize that the teacher is thoroughly
following out their careless writing,
and will surely bring school discipline
to bear upon them for negligence in
this duty. It is manifestly wrong for
a high school teacher to pass con-
demnatory judgment on the work of
the preceding schools, where doubt-

less extenuating circumstances could
be shown to account for a consider-
able degree of apparent laches. But
theý apathetic habit in pupils is so un-
natural to youth that its existence
must be accounted for in some way,
and in this case it seems unavoidable
to refer it to the practice that is said
to be common in primary and gram-
mar schools of not examining pupils'
vork. If -it is indeed the case that

the earlier teachers of youth have
accustomed themselves to such a prac-
tice, it will account for more evils than
merely the one of slovenly writing.

The teacher who exacts of his pupils
the composition of English themes
and then omits to read these thenies,
is of course not thereby teaching Eng-
lish at all. If he selects, or takes by
lot, two or three out of many, and
comments upon these, leaving the
rest untouched, the case is not much
better. Nothing can take the place
of certainty in the pupil's mind, the
absolute foreknowledge that his work
is to be scrutinized, its faults brought
to light and reproved, and his own
school status to be determined, here
also, as in other things, by his per-
formance. What the teacher neglects
the pupil will neglect. This is a funda-
mental maxim in school-keeping, as
no teacher will deny. For such neg-
lect the teacher may plead lack of
time, and thus relieve himself from
personal censure. But the effects re-
main always the same,, lamentable
apathy inbred and at last well nigh
ineradicable.

If the habit of making anything do
in their written exercises shows itself
in pupils who yet care for their ap-
pearance in their oral deliverances in
class, the high school teacher's first
case must be to get rid of this dead-
ness of ambition by concentrating his
efforts upon composition, even though
literature and elocution receive for a
while less attention. The number of
pupils who care little or nothing for
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their English writing must be at once
reduced to a small minority who can-
not interfere with the growth of a good
public spirit. That there vill not re-
main a small residuum of intractables
is not pretended. But these should
be the intractables in other depart-
ments as well. The presence of a
few such laggards is a perennial fact
in all classes, and teachers know how
to inake their account with thern.
But the public sentiment of the class
must make for excellence. If not
alacrity and gaiety of heart, at any
rate sturdy resolution and energetic
effort, must become the note of the
composition exercise.

To bring such results to pass is not
altogether easy. If the teacher of
English has many pupils, he will have,
unless he guards against such a cat-
astrophe-so much written work
thrown upon him that he cannot read
it all nor could read it all were the
days twice as long and his nerves and
his eyes twice as enduring. Against
this imposition he must strictly pro-
tect himself.

Many are the devices that may be
used to improve the composition work
in the earlier high school classes.
The points to be kept in view are,-
to exact mental effort and careful at-
tention on the part of the pupil, and
to leave the teacher time to read every
paper and to note every elementary
fault in it. Suppose the method in-
dicated below be given a trial.

Announce to the class two or three
days in advance that on such a day
they will write a little composition ;
and do not leave them in doubt about
the topics on which they are write.
For instance, tell them to describe
something they know from their own
direct observation-something they
saw this summer, for example. For-
bid them to recount anything they
have read. They will commit things
to memory if you do not.head them
off. Forbid them to write on any

school theme. In short, the material
for their exercise must be got from
their own experience. It must not
have been conveyed to them already
in language. Give them specimens
of the kind of subjects they are to
choose and the kind they are to avoid.
.Thus you will leave them some re-
sponsibility for choosing what they
will write about.

In the above suggestions as to
themes, it is intended only to show a
good way of drawing the limitations
for any given occasion. On another
occasion some topic from the range
of reading nay be in place. Here
again careful precautions are necessary
to secure the indispensable conditions
of originality and personal interest in
the subject.

Having secured an understanding
as to the kind of topic to be chosen,
explain to the class that they will have
a certain number of minutes, say ten
or twelve, in which to write the com-
position, under your eye, on the ap-
pointed day. Tell them they may
have one page of ruled letter paper
on which to write, and must on no
account turn the leaf to write on the
other side. You thus limit them in
quantity and in time, you secure con-
centration of effort on a minute area
of work, and you prevent dawdling.
Each pupil must come somewhere
near filling his page.

These preliminaries being fully ex-
plained, you go on to direct the class
to take as a home lesson-if in your
school economy you have home les-
sons-on that very day, the writing of
a first draft of their composition.
This they must do with all possible
care. They must consult tl eir dic-
tionaries about every word as zo whose
spelling or meaning they ca raise any
doubt. They mu-r reisider where
paragraphs can best be divided. They
must decide on the punctuation, and
if they are in doubt about any point,
they must pursue you or any other
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competent accessible Mentor, to have
their doubt resoh ed. Then they must
rewrite their draft and viev it from
every possible standpoint-spelling,
punctuation, capitals, paragraphing,
expression.

To secure this preliminary study is
the all-important thing. It is also, for
obvicus reasons, important that the
class shall not bring you, as a final
exercise, the result of this home pot.
ishing. They must store in their
minds, at least for a season, the re-
sults of their meditation,their research,
their consultation of friends.

When the hour comes for school
exercise, give each pupil a half sheet
of the proper paper. This paper
should not be of too cheap a
sort, and the ruling should be wide.
You are to read this mass of nanu-
script, and you must use every pre-
caution against spattering of ink and
crowding of words. Liberal spacing
of the lines conduces greatly to ease
in reading. A good paper also helps
in the same direction. The class
should now feel, after all this prepar.
ation, that something important im-
pends. Do not let themn drop from
this wholesome state of mind into
baneful indifference. You set then
writing by your watch, and you see to
it that no pupil can possibly practise
the dishonesty of using the home draft
from which to copy. Each writes
from the prepared state of mind which
your directions should have secured.
When the time is up, all must stop
writing unless they are in the midst
d a sentence. You give five minutes
more for revision of the work and for
finishing the last sentence.

These papers are very short. The
teacher can read them rapidly without
omitting any points. The best ones
are read as easily and quickly as so
much print. The inferior ones need
more time. Comment on the faulty
papers the next day in the class, with-
out naming the derelict individuals.

2

Praise the good papers, and privately
tell the writers of the bad ones that their
turn will come yet. Of course the
sceptical old teacher will smile at the
idea of giving to pupils such minute
directions as to what to do at home,
as if there were any assurance that
they would do it. But several con-
siderations will soon be found that
will weigh with the pupil to make him
do what he is asked. If he does his
writing in the class sufficiently well,
no question will of course arise. If
he still does poor work, the presump-
tion is that he has neglected his pre-
paration, and in this case he may be
required to bring his home drafts, that
you may see that he has made them.
He will surely be left in the rear if he
does not do it, and will soon find this
out if the teacher is in earnest.

The orocedures above described
give the pupil all possible opportunity
to write correct English, and require
him to carry his points in his memory
for a season. The chances for avoid-
ing every possible error of the grosser
sort, as in spelling, are so lavishly
given,th.ati tbecomesrighttoannounce
any such blunder as fatal t the an-
ceptableness of the exercise. What-
ever means the custom of the school
suggests should be supplied to stig-
matize, in the given circunstances,
such an exercise as a failure. It will
not do to dally with the assumed na-
tural deficiency of any indi'idual in
this particular.

Naturally, every one who wields
the pen is liable to slip and lapse,
however much he knows. But it sur-
passes belief that any intelligent user
of the pen should be unable to detect
his own casual errors, full opportunity
being given for revision and correc-
tion. Pupils should be allowed to
insert omitted letters and words by
rneans of the caret, and to strike out
chance excrescences by neat lines
drawn through the superfluous parts.
They had better not scratch their
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paper. Their knives arc dull and they
lack the skill to make a neat job of it.
The opportunity for self-correction is
an important feature of such an exer-
cise. Close scrutiny of one's own
work is as good as more writing. In
fact, the best thing to do with a faulty
paper is to hand it back for the vriter
to correct. Sometimes he c.niît find
the error at first, and hits that vou
are mistaken. Then l grows i'er-
esting, and other youthiul ees joi
in the search. A good I.igh makes
that particular blunder meniolable to
a whole class. For attainmn-, the imost
rudimentary corre< ness n writing
English, short exercises are niot only
as good as long ones, they are better.
What is wanted is close attention con-
fined to a small field of operations.
Pupils often have too much fluency
in writing-that is, in writing wih di,-
regard of form. In thi;, as in so many
matters of pedagogy, the Hesiodic
t the half is more than the whole " is
applicable.

The composition teacher has na-
tural enemies enough in the other
teachers without making enemies of
his pupils. These at least must co-
operate with him, and absolutely must
be kept out of the slough of apathy.
The other teachers will be seen ex-
amining in all departments by means
of written papers. They will be seen
arranging for extra time, that their
pupils may write as much as possible,
and will give provocation for hurry by
setting questions that require for their
answering all the writing that can be
done at a rapid rate of work. These
conditions are unfavourable to the
formation of good habits in English.
The English teacher can only look on.
Qu'y faire? What would the Latin
teacher say if all other teachers re-
quired answers in Latin, and took no
note, or but sniall note, of the kind
of Latin in which they came? The
simple fact is that pupils write Eng-

lish for all their teachers. The great
bulk of what is thus written cannot be
read by the English teacher at all.
The teachers for whom it is written
rarely read it with an eye to English.
If through any dreadful haze of lan-
guage the correct chemistry or history
can be discerned dimly shining
tlrough, the teacher of chemistry or
history is content. " What recks it
then ? What need they ? They are
sped."

These considerations suggest that
cither all teachers should co-operate
%%i1 the teacher of English by noting
and bringing within the school disci-
pline the faults of their pupils in writ-
ig on their respective subjects, or

that the functions of the English
teacher should be merged in all the
other departnients. In the latter case
e.icli teicher vould be a teacher of
his department and a teacher of Eng-
lisl. It is well perhaps to have some
one peculiarly and specially interested
in pupils' writing; yet a great gain
would be secured for the schools if
all the teachers should be expected
to feel a pride, not only in answers
technically correct as to matter, but
also correct and beautiful as to expres-
sion. This coiiZention of this paper
has been, that indifference in the pupil
as to his English must be overcome
by the visible earnestness and unceas-
ing vigilance of the teacher ; that writ-
ten compositions, in the case especi-
ally of the younger high school pupils,
should be short, intense in quality, and
immediately read and comnented on;
that the pupils should always know to
a certainty that their work is to be
read with close scrutiny; that pupils
should be habituated to refer to dic-
tionaries for information, to become
sure that they are right, and neyer
trust to luck; that ignorance of the
fundamentals of good writing is in a
high school pupil intolerable.- The
Academy.
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LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTIC METHOD IN THE SCHOOL.

Bv S. S. I AURIE, M.A., A..., PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION IN TIIE
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGIH.

(Con:tintedfrom the Nevemzber ninumbcr.)

T HE question of method at this sta.;eresolves itself very mnuch into
this, How shall ve best use the read
ing.lesson as a lesson in language. an t
through language in the humanite, ?
Here, more than any where elbe, the
the cultivation, the knowtedge, the
sympathy, the imagination, the educ.t
tive skill of a teacher reveal themu-
selves. The reading-lesson is the
common ground on which the truc
mind of master and pupil meet.

I take it for granted that object-
lessons, including nature-lessons, are
always going on, and that, by means
of these, the words of the pupils are
gradually increasing in number, and
in exactness of application. But this
is a small matter compared with the
training in language, as the vehicle of
that which is not sense, but the hu-
man spirit at work on the things of
sense and the facts of human life and
conduct.

Ve must here bear in mind that
every pupil has, as yet, technical dif-
ficulties to encounter in reading the
lesson prescribed. The lesson is, in
fact, not merely a lesson in thought,
or feeling, or imagination to him, but
also a lesson in the deciphering of
words and in intelligent utterance.
The lesson (we shall say) is on "Cour-
age," or " Truthfulness,' presumably
well ten as regards form, and illus-
trated by examples. To begin with :
What is the subject before me a: a
subject of instruction and education.
Manifestly the les!'in, as a whole, that
is to say, the thought, the moral teach-
ing of the lesson in its totality. And
next, what are the units of the lesson
on which I mtet base, my detailed
examinati -- ? Not the individual

vords, but the sentences. Accord-
ingly, I should proceed thus:

i. On giving out the lesson, [ should
tell the subject of it. I should
try to bring the children's minds en
rapp.rt with the subject by convers-
ing wi:h then briefly about it; all in
a very infortîal and easy-going style.
'T'his 1 do in order that I may bring
wiait they already know to bear on
th? frei thouight or information which
they are about to receive. Thereby
the unknown lesson grows out of the
known, and is an organic, and not a
inere inechanical, extension of the
thought of the pupil. "This, now,"
I say, "is wh.: t the lesson you are
going to prepare speaks about, and
you have now to go and make out the
sentences, and find what the writer
has to say about the subject, and how
he says it."

2. I thzn see whether there are in
the lesson any words wholly new, and
to these i direct the attention of the
class by means of the blackboard, and
give their meanings. The pupils are
then expected to prepare the lesson
for the following day. A purely nar-
rative lesson is easily disposed of.
We do not need in such a case to fol-
loiv the above mode of prccedure;
unless there be some special point,
moral or other, which the writer de-
sires to bring into prominence. To
this I would cursorily allude, and that
would suffice; but J would not allude
to it in such a way as to deprive the
lesson of its niovelty or its surprises.

3. On the following day the lesson
is read with due regard to the rules of
reading, and the master then proceeds
to examine on the geieral scope.and
import of the lesson as a whole. What
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is it all about ? What does it mean
to tell us or to teach us ? This is the
totality of the reality before him, just
as, e.g. the who/e apple is the totality
of the object in an object-leson on
the apple. 'ie idea (pray mark !) at
the hottom of the exanination on the
lesson as a whole, is, that it is a quiet
and rational conversation betvecn an
instructed mind and less instructed
minds. And this idea must run
through ail exarninations on the whole
of a lesson, from the infant school
up to the age of seventeen. When
this is lost sight of, the art of exami-
nation is lost.

4. The next step is to take the units
of language (which I have said a. ie
sentences) in their order wMh the book
apen ; just as in an object-lesson I
give the total object to perception
first, and thereafter proceed to look
at the units which make up the total
object-which units are qualities.
Each sentence is read again, and,
after being read, the master asks such
questions as will bring into view its
various parts and relations, as well as
the significance of the individual
words. This is the preliminary stage
of what, as an -ibstract study, we know
as analysis, le., it is analysis in rela-
tion to the synthetic or concrete,
which must always precede the ab-
stract and formal in thought.

5. The lesson should now again be
viewed as a ;vhole, having a beginning,
a middle, and an end; and the chil-
dren should be asked to give an ac-
count of it in their own words. One
or two of the more fluent attempting
this, the rest will be too happy to lie
in wait for omissions and errors, with
a view to supply and correct them.
In this way the lesson, whether it be
descriptive, narrative, or didactic, will
be reproduced by the combined efforts
of the class. The master will then
read the lesson to the pupils himself,
as it ought to be read, they having
their books shut.

7. He nay now and further, at this
stage, enter on the familiar and col-
loquial illustration, and cxtention of
the subject of the lesson, in more or
less <etail, according toc the tie at
his disposal. Ile will now also cali
on the pupils for voluntary contribu-
tions to the subject, in the form of
facts or though tful suggestions. Thus
is the lesson turned to use by being
made productive of many deductive
or collateral lessons. It is at this stage
that the practical application of the
lesson, if it be a moral one, comes in.
Do not dwel too emphatically on this,
however, as if children were so con-
stituted that they naturally resented
mnoral and spiritual ideas. Take for
grnted that they are children of God.
±t may not be possible ever to do all
that I have suggested for want of time,
but I have stated in detail what should
be aimed at, if you are to do for a
complex literary lesson what is done
for a complex object of sense, when
you give an obj.ect-lesson.

So much for the lesson as a whole,
and in its individual sentences; but
addressing, as " do, those who mean
to be teachers, I would go now more
into detail with the fourth step in the
examination process-that in which
we deal with sentences. By so doing
I shall make clear what is meant by
the teaching of words in relation to
thought. i shall here presume that
the boy is at the end ot his primary
instruction, or about fourteen years
of age. Take the following passage
as illustrating how much training as
well as instruction, which is the build-
ing up of knowledge in the mind, may
be extracted from a few lines, bearing
in mind that the questions and an-
swers are merely the skeleton of a pro-
longed conversation. (The book is,
of course, open.)

" Every student who enters on a
scientific pursuit, especially if at a
somewhat advanced period of life,
will find not only that he has much
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to learn, but much also to unlearn.
Familiar objects and events are far
from presenting themsclvcs to our
senses in that as)cct, and with those
connections, under which science re-
quires them to. ;c vicved, and which
constitute their rational explanation."

Q. What knd of student is rcferrcd
to here ? A. The student who enters
on a scientific pursuit.

Q. What is said of such a student ?
A. That lie has much to learn.

Q. Is anything else said of him ?
A. That hc bas much to unlearn.

Q. The author says that every stu-
dent of a science bas rniuch to learn
and unlearn ; but he says that this ib
more particularly truc of a certain
class of students ; what class ? A.
Those who begin at an advanced
period of life.

Q. What is meant by the word
"student?" A. One who studies.

Q. And what do you mean by
studying any subject? A. Reading
about it, and thinking about it.

Q. The student referred to is, you
have told me, the student "who en-
ters on a scientific pursuit "-pursuit
here mieant subject : what is meant
by a scientgifc "pursuit or subject?"
A. A subject carefully arranged, so as
to show its facts, causes, and reasons.*

Q. This explanation is difficult for
you to understand ; you will best ex-
plain it by an example. A. Astron-
omy, geology, etc., are " scientific sub-
jects," or sciences; that is to say, the
real facts about the stars, not merety
what seem to be the facts at first sight,
arranged so as to show their connec-
tions and causes, is the science of the
stars,orastroromy (and soofgeology).*

Q. Can any of you now, looking
carefully at the sentence, shut the book
and give me the substance of it in
your own words? A. A person be-
ginning to study science will find that
he t- s much to learn as well as to un-
learn, a - this all the more if he is
grown up before he begins.

Teacier. Wc shail now take the sec-
ond sentence. (The teacher here
reads it slowly, while the pupils foi-
low with the cyc.)

Q. What is here said about I fam-
iliar objects and events ? " A. T bat
they arc far from presenting them-
selves, etc.

Q. What things arc " far from pre-
senting themsetves," etc.? A. " Fa-
mihar objects and events."

Q. In the science of astronomy, for
exaniple, what would the " familiar
objects and events " be ? A. The
hcavenly bodies and their motions.

Q. Which are the jfects, and which
the events? A. The bodies are the
objects, and their motions are the
events.

Q. Now the author says that these
objects and events are " far from pre-
senting themselves in a certain aspect
and conneçtion:" what do you mean
by "p spect?" A. Appearance.

Q. What by " connection ? " A.
Their union with each other, or other
things, or their relation to these things.

Q. What kind of appearance and
connections do they fail to present
themselves to our senses in ? A. The
appearance and connection under
which science requires them to be
viewed.

Q. Does the author say anything
else ,bout that "appearance" and
" connection ? " A. Yes. He says
that they constitute their rational ex-
planation.

Q. What "constitutes' the rational
explanation" of what ? A. A certain
aspect and certain connections of ob-
jects and events constitute the rational
explanation of these objects and
events.*

Q. Can we accurately say that an
aspect or appearance and certain con-
nections constitute an explanation of
anything ? A. No. What is meant

* Oi course an answer of this sort is worked
out by the help ot the master, and must be
the result of many leading questions.
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is that thc plresentation of them to the
mind in a ccrtain light, and with cer-
tan conneetions, " constitutes tlieir
rational explanation."

Q. Wha.it is ieant by' "Constitute
thcir rational explarnation ? " .\. That
tlie kind of presentation refcrrcd to is
such an cxplanation as satisfies the
reason of a man.

Q. Now can any of you, looking
carcully at this scntence, shut your
book and give me tlic substance of it
in your own words? A. The author
says that " things to which we are ac-
customed arc not always seen in such
a way as science requires them to be
looked at, and that the way of looking
which science requires gives us an ex.
planation of these things which satis-
fies our minds."

Tracer. Now take your siates and
go to your seats. Your composition
lesson to.day will bc putting these
two sentences in your own words. In
doing this you may make as Many
sentences of thein as you please.

I selet the above sentence from
Herschell, because it is representativc

of the kind of prose reading suitcd to
the nge of foureen-the tran iion
.onom ile uppier pîrninary to the second-

arv stage of edlication. Of this sec-
ondary stagt- ail that ran lbc said is,
that you go on as you haye bcgun, and
sO me'anwhilc I disniiss it. I have
made ain important distinction Ie-
tween training and disciline-a most
important distinction in its practical
bearings on the growth of the child as
a moral being also (if this vere the
place to speak of that) as well as an
intellectual bcing. You will now sec
that vou cannot carry a boy through
such a passage as that from which I
have taken a sentence, without giving
him intellectual training, as wcll as
substance uf instruction. He is in-
duced to acconpany the writer step by
step, in his thought, and so, without
being aware of it, he is being exercised
in thc processes of thought, by identi-
fying lhis own thought.activity with
that of another and more mature mind.
If there is intellectual training (as dis-
tinct from discipline) to be got any-
where, it is surely to be got lere.

M R. BALFOUR ON ART AND BOOKS.

T HE Right Hon. A. J. Balfour,M.P., ci August 29 th, visited
his old constituents art Hertford for
the purpose of opening the Public
Library and Art School, which lias
been erected to commemorate the
jubilee of the Queen.

Mr. Balfour said: "For my part
I attach very high value to this solid
instruction in art principles. Not
very long ago art was supposed to be
the monopoly, so far as i have been
able to observe, of young ladies in
the schoolroom. They were taught,
whether they had an ear for music
or not, a certain number of scales and
five-finger exercises; and, whether
they had an eye for colour or not,

they were taught a certain amount of
water-colour drawing. And the art
instincts of the community were sup-
posed to be satisfied with these opera-
tions. Whether much substantial ad-
vantage was derived by the pupils or
their friends, I have never been able
to convir.ce my mind. For my own
part, I do not believe that anything
whatever is really gained by a varnish
of superficial accomplishnents. The
art classes under tne Science and Art
Department of South Kensington aim
at something much more solid and
much more permanent. They do
not profess to regard art training as
a mere decorative ac-omplishment,
which is to take the place, in young
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ladies' cducation, of Latin a- Grcek
in boys' cducation. Thry ronsider-
and I agrre with them in considering
-that no communty c:in he in a
th1oroizliy healthv condition if its
wholc intercst is turned in the direc-
tion of imatcrial prospcrity, evcn if it
adds solid leiarnng. After aill, our
instincts for what is bcatuuiful form as
much a part of our original nature,
and as nuch descrve cultivation, as
any oth,:r part of our bcing ; and if
this Art Srhool contributes in any way
to the cultivation of these higher in-
stincts and higher tastcs which we alt
possess, though, as regards some of
us, in a somcwhat rudimcentary condi-
tion, it is eminently worthy of the care
of those who have at heart the best
developments of our social institu-
tions. I admit that the number of
those who can take advantage of an
art school is nccessarily far less than
those who may take advantage of a
public library. Literature is more
universal than any other form of hu.
man activity, because, in one sense,
it includes them all. Literature is
art, but it is not art alone. It is also
science; it is also lcarning ; and,
therefore, the number of those to
whom literature appeals is neressarily
greater than those who are appealed
to, either by painting, or by muicr, or
by architecture, or by any one of those
arts which are more strictly and pro-
perly designated the fine arts. And
further, it has always appeared to me
that it is more within our pon er to
render literature accessible to the
generality of the communty thtan it is
within our power to render any fine
art accessible to the masses of our
countrymen. Music, indeed, can be,
and ought to be, made a democratic
art, and I rejoice to see the progress
which musical education is making in
the general culture of the country ;
but I confess that with -egard to pic-
tures I do not think the same resuits
can be attained with the same meas-

tire of success. I exprers my private
opinion only when I say that I be-
lieve therz is more innocent hypoc-
risy talk-cl about the admiration of
picturc gallerics than about any other
subjct connected eithcr with religion
or culture. People get their senti-
ments on these matters, not from the
pictures ticy look at, but from the
guide books. Thcy read about the
pictures, and thcy strugglc wcrily
through foreign gallery after foreign
gallery-taking up little, I am afraid,
in many cases, except a catalogue of
names of the great masters of old
times; and, if they are industrious,
thcy get a small snattering of art
terms fron) Murray's guide book.
Now this is not wholly the fault of
the spectators. The truth is, thu
most of the pictures that we look at
in galleries neverwere intended to be
lookcd at in galleries at all. They
were pai:.ted to be enjoyed under
very different surroundings, and those
who were genuinely fond of art may
be pardoned if they look with dismay
on the thousands of masterpieces
which they are expected to enjoy in
the course of a morning'- walk through
some great gallery. No such limita-
tion attaches to our interest in books.
They are far more independent of
place, of time, and of surrounding
circumstances than are the master-
pieces of pictorial art. It is no doubt
the case that your true bibliophile has
a taste for rare editions and precious
bindings which cannot be satisfied in
a public library. His tarste, I admit,
cannot be made general or popular;
but I entertain very grave doubts
whether the collection of a book col-
lector ever gives much satisfaction
except to its posses;or. We may all
enjoy-a collector, of course, must
understand it-rare and unique edi-
tions and precious bindings of the old
masters of binding; we may all ejiry
other people's parks, other people's
pictures. other people's houses-very
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often, 1 think, we enjoy them more
than their actual possessors; but I
have never heard of a case, nor do I
believe a case exists, in which one
book collector thorcughly enjoys the
collection of another book collector.
If he does derive satisfaction fron it,
I think it is rather because lie cornes
to contemplate the possibil.y that his
friend may die, or be ruined, and that
his collection may come to the ham-
mer, and that he may become the
possessor of one or two of these
coveted treasures. But, putting aside
the special taste for rare books, I
think libraries like the one in which
I am now speaking may appeal to the
tastesof the whole community. They
are not limited, and ought 'not to be
limited, to a few. One advantage of
education, at all events, is thiat every
man, woman and child in the country
ought to be able to read, and, to any-
body who can read, there are open
treasures of enjoyment and satisfac-
tion which probably no other source
of pleasure, be it artistic, be it any-
thing else you please, is able to con-
fer. A great French writer once
stated that he had never in his life
undergone any personal trouble or
affliction the thought of which he
could not dissipate by half an hour's
reading. I cannot promise the in-
habitants of Hertford that their griefs
and troubles will, as doctors say, so
quickly yie:d to treatment as that;
and I entertain a suspicion that the
French w1thor I have alluded to
either exaggerated iii the passage, or
else that his troubles were far lighter
than those which ordinarily fall to the
lot of humanity. Nevertheless, make
what allowance we piease for his
opinion, the truth still remains, and
will be testified to by every man who
has acquired a taste for reading, that
no more sovereign specific exists for
dissipating the petty cares and troub-
les of life. And if we acquire-and
recollect it is not an art of itself easy

to acquire-but if we once acquire a
universal curiosity into the history of
mankind, into the constitution of the
material universe in which we live,
into the various phases of human ac-
tivity, and into the thoughts and be-
liefs by which men now long dead
have been actuated in the past-if
we once acquire this general and uni-
versai curiosity, we shall possess, I
will not say, a specific against sorrow,
but certainly a specific against bore-
dom. We obtain a power to put our
own small troubles and our own small
cares in their proper place. We are
able to see the history of mankind in
something like its true perspective.
We not only gain the power of divert-

in our thoughts from the small an-
noyances of the hour, but we gain
further the inestimable gift of seeing
how small, compared with the general
sum of hunan interests, of human
sufferings, and human joys, are the
insignificant troubles vhich may hap-
pen to each one of us as individuals.
There is no small advantage to be
gained from the habit of reading.
The habit of reading cannot be ac-
quired by anybody who has not ready
access to books, and ready access to
maay books, because the habit is of
itself a habit of general curiosity, a
habit of drawing your literary pleasure
from no small or narrow source, a
habit of spreading your interests over
the whole interests which have ever
influenced niankind so far as we can
make ourselves acquainted with them;
and therefore it is that the small col-
lection 9 f books which a poor man is
able to acquire for himself is not
enough to meet the needs of the case.
Therefore it is that I liail with satis-
faction the establishment in other
towns of a free library like that which
I see arouni us, and I could wish no
better fortune for mny old friends and
constituents of Hertford thau that
they may one and all acquire that
taste for literature and that habit of
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reading which can be satisfied in a
library hike this in which we are
seated, and which will, I am convinced
-and 1 speak from no narrow per-
sonal experience, but from a know-
ledge of what many have felt in all
generations of mankind - prove a
source of satisfaction which will not
fail them in times of care or trouble,
which is independent of seasons,

which is independent of the favour or
disfavour of mankind, and wlhich is,
perhaps, the most precious heritage
which has been given to mankind by
the invention of printing. It is my
duty nov, in obedience to the com-
mand of the mayor, to declare this
building, established to celebrate the
jubilee of Her Majesty's reign, open
to the public.

THE TECHNICAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN.

BY H.R.H. PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

I WAS asked some months ago to
write something for this paper,

and I have been thinking a great deal
about what. I should write. It has
'struck me that a few words about
women's technical education would
not be out of place. It is a subject,
I am glad to find, which is beginning
to occupy a good deal of attention.
Far be it from my intention to say
one word in disparagement of the
higher education of wonen, which
must raise the tone of women's minds
and develop their mental faculties;
but I do feel that there is a tendencv
to carry such education too far, and
to thiuk no knowledge worth iaving
which does not vie with that of men.
I have always held that there is a
great danger in this, first of all because
I think it is a short-sighted policy.
Those women who are forced by cir-
cumstances to earn their daily bread,
seem to think that there i: no field
open to them but in competing with
men on their own ground, with the
disastrous effect of adding to the over-
crowded market, and thereby neces-
sarily lowering the rate of remunera-
tion. Secondly, I feel most strongly
all that we women lose by attempting
rivalry with men. We ]ose sight of
all we might be, and of the very high
position we could and should hold in
this world, by struggling to be a

weaker imitation of them. Excep-
tions only prove the rule. That small
section of women whose minds are
pre-eminently adapted for classical
and mathematical learning, to them
every facility ought to be given to
train their best faculties, and enable
them to reap their due reward.

There is a view of technical educa-
tion which I should like to mention,
as I think it is often overlooked, that
is, the reason why home teaching,
which in former days used to be
handed down from mother to daugh.
ter, can iow be taught to so much
greater advantage in schools. K iow-
ledge has so much increased, and the
art of imparting it, that experts are
needed to teach it accurately and
well. For example, hygiene has be
come a modern science, absolutely
necessary for every womn to study,
in order that lier house may be a
healthy habitation. Gastronomy in
its widest sense is a science. The
choice and preparation of food suit-
able to climates and seasons, ages and
constitutions, should be carefully
studied and known. These subjects
were bu. very imperfectly, if at all,
understood by our ancestors. Much
domestic work which was formerly
learnt and practised at home is now
handed over to special workers, and
has cone to be considered as a sepa-
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rate trade; for instance, laundry
work, etc.

There is no doubt the farmers'
wives and daughters of to-day are
quite different from those of fifty
years ago; they no longer manage
their own dairy and poultry, nor do
they educate their daughters to take
part in these domestic arts. It is the
age we live in which is partly to blaine
for these changes; it is impossible,
nor could one wish, to stem the cur-
rent, the true wisdom lies in directing
it wisely, and not shutting one's eyes
to the attendant evils. Progress is
inevitable, and therefore desirable.
Let women be duly qualifled, and let
them choose discreetly their paths of
usefulness.

This idea of sound technical train-
ing is no longer a mere dream, for a
college has come under my own per-
sonal notice of which I am president,
and in which I am much interested,
which was founded for this purpose.
I believe this is not the only instance
of such an institut'on. This scheme
was set on foot by Miss Forsyth,
daughter of Sir Douglas Forsyth. She
began it on a very snall scale, feeling
ber way, and only enlarging it as she
saw it succeed. Her wish has not
been to revolutionize the existing sys-
tems of female education, or to sup-
plant any of them; but, on the con-
trary, to supplernent thern intending
the teaching in ber school to be a
course which girls should go through
after they have passed the higher ex-
arninations, and the groundwork is
laid for the duties of practical life.
Miss Forsyth is most anxious that her
school should not become a mere
fashionable novelty, and her object is
to give real solid training. To use
ber own words: " To combine thor-
oughness of teaching with speed in
learning, and so concede as far as
possible to the convenience of an
economical and hurry-loving pub!tc.
My original idea was to start a school

where every girl wlhen she leaves the
high or ordinary boarding school
might for six months learn those
things which would best fit her for
her home life before she is called upon
to plunge into society or a profession
or nairriage and where lier brain
vould have that true recreation which

exists best in change of occupation
and not in mere idleness."

I quite agree with Miss Forsyth
that the advocates for brain culture
have rather too much faith in the
power of book learning, and in the
theory that a highly educated woman
ought to be able to turn her hand to
anything. "I am willing to grant
the oight; but what I fail to see is-
t she does."

In addition to this tecimical school,
in which millinery, upholstery, dress-
making, cooking, household manage-
ment, and fine laundry work are
thoroughly taught, very efficient lec-
tures on hygiene and finance are
given; Miss Forsyth has in contem-
plation a further development which
must prove of even greater influence.
It is a training which aims at fitting
women to go forth to the colonies
properly qualified; so that, instead of
meriting the reproach that only the
useless women emigrate for whom no-
employment can be found here, the
object is that those who go out should
be capable of helping in the develop-
ment of the colonies.

There are many other subjects
which must be taught if this further
idea is to be carried out-for instance,
poultry and dairy farming, bee-keep-
ing, type-writing, and other occupa-
tions which womcn can do well. This
school should be in its widest sense
a technical college, for it would exist
for the purpose of bringing out each
woman's strong point in " technical"
matters. It will enable her to make
her life independent of circurnstances
by earning better salaries if going out
to earn her livelihood, or, if called
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upon to be a wife and a mistress of a
household, she will be saved ail the
wearing discomforts of the little daily
details of domestic life which press so
heavily on those who are devoid of
such training and knowledge.

Miss Forsyth lias lately been called
-oon to give attention to the mime-
diate formation of country branches,
both at Bedford and Birmingham; it
may be hoped that she wili have an
opportunity there to start this wider
scheme, which, to be thoroughly suc-
cessful, should afford training for all
classes, not only for ladies.

The education of women in this
present day is of such momentous
interest, and stretches over such a
wide field, that I feel very diffident in

giving my own opinion about it; it is
only because I do feel so strongly how
mucn women may and can do without
stepping out of their own sphere that
I have ventured to touch upon the
subject. Miss Forsyth has taken for
her motto, and hung up in her class-
room, the following works: "Be not
simply good, but be good for some-
thing "; and I should like to add a
sentence i found in a German book
the other day: " Do thoroughly what-
ever is given you to do, love thor-
oughly that which is given to you for
your own, and help to work out the
future according to God's will." And
who can doubt the great future that
women have before them ? It rests
with them alone.-The Queen.

NOTES FOR TEACHERS.

THE national debt of England is
now smaller than it has been at any
time since the first decade of the
century.

SEVERAL Teachers' Associations
have expressed a strong conviction
that too many lessons are required to
be memorized for the Entrance Ex-
amination in literature.

DURHAM TEACHERS' AssocIATION.
-President, R. A. Lee; ist Vice-
President, R. D. Davidson; 2nd Vice-
President, M. M. Fenwick, M.A.;
Secretary, Miss Ada Haliday; Trea-
surer, Jas. Gilfillan.

STORMONT TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.
-The officers-elect for the ensuing
year are :-Mr. McNaughton, I.P.S.,
President; Miss McDonald, Vice-
President; Geo. Bigelow, Sec.-Treas-
urer; and Messrs. Keating, Nugent,
Bisset, Shanks and Johnstone, Com-
mittee of Management.

LEARN your business thoroughly,
Keep at one thing; in nowise change
Always be in haste, but never in a
hurry. Observe system in ail you do
and undertake. Whatever is vorth
doing at ail is worth doing well. One
to-day is worth two to-morrow. Be
self-reliant; do not take too much ad-
vice, but rather depend on yourself.
Never fail to keep your appointments
or to be punctual to the 'minute.
Never be idle, but keep your hands use-
fully employed, except when sleeping,

THE southwestern part of the island
of Papua lias been erected into a sepa-
rate "possession and government,"
under the name of British New Guinea.
The new colony is to be partly under
the control of the government of New
Zealand; it is to receive its cons'itu-
tion by letters patent, not by Act of
Parliament; and is to be ruled by an
administrator instead of a governor.
In other particulars the government
does not differ from that of other
British colonies.
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AN article in Engineering gives facts
concerning the progress of the Trans-
andine Railvay of South America.
This railway crosses the Andes at a
height of 10,450 feet, through a tunnel
three and one-tenth miles in length,
which is far above the level of any
European lines, the Rigi Pass being
5,753 feet, and the St. Gothard 3,788
feet, above sea level. The distance
from Buenos Ayres to Valparaiso is
about 871 miles, and construction
has been going on, on this railway,
for nearly twenty years. At the At-
lantic end 640 miles of line are coin-
pleted, while at the Pacific end eighty-
two miles are laid, leaving 149 to be
built.

IMMENSE SPIDERS. - Far up in
the mountains of Ceylon there is a
spider that spins a web like bright,
yellowish silk, the central net of which
is five feet in diamneter, while the sup-
porting lines, or guys, as they are
called, measure sometime ten or twelve
feet ; and riding quickly in the early

morning, you may dash right into it,
the stout threads twining around your
face like a lace veil, while, as the crea-
ture who lias woven it takes up iis
position in the middle, lie generally
catches you right on the nose, and,
though lie seldom bites or stings, the
contact of his large body and long
legs is anything but pleasant. If you
forget yourself and try to catch him,
bite he will, and though not venom-
ous, his jaws are as powerful as a
bird's beak, and you are not likely to
forget the encounter. So strong are
the webs that birds the size of larks
are frequently caught therein, and
even the small but powerful scaly
lizard falls a victim. ie usually
thrbws the coils about the head till
the wretched victim is first blinded
and then choked. In many unfre-
quented dark nooks of the jungle you
come across most perfect skeletons
of small birds caught in these terrible
snares, the strong folds of which pre-
vent the delicate bones from falling to
the ground, after the wind and weather
have dispersed the flesh and feathers.

PUBLIC OPINION.

WRITING IN THE LINDSAY SCHooLS.
-We can fully corroborate from per-
-sonal knowledge all that Mr. McIntyre
says as to the unsatisfactory penman-
ship of the public and high school
pupils. Our school board could not
adop, a course that would be more
beneficial to the pupils or more popu-
lar with parents than by requiring
ample attention to be paid to penman-
ship in the high as well as the public
schools.-The Canadian Posi (Lind-
say).

MANNERS.-WE have on various oc-
casions called attention to the brusque,
uncouth and uncourteous demeanor of

the pupils attending the public schools
of this country. So maiked is this
want of courtesy, that it is frequently
referred to by the press in different
parts of the country. Recently the
Empire had a timely editorial bearing
on the same great defect *in the edu-
cation of Young Canada. The saine
thing is complaiined of by some of our
American exchanges. The defect is,
therefore, evidently pretty wide in ex-
tent. Success in life frequently de-
pends as much on the gentlemanly
manners and courteous demeanour
as on scholarship and ability. It is
maùifest that thi- important factor
should receive muie attention than it
gets.- 7'e Barrie Advance.
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THE DOCTOR AND THE PIANO.-
Professor Walzleid, a distinguished
Berlin physician, avers that compul-
sory piano-playing is the source of very
many nervous disorders in young girls.
The severe and occasionally difficult
taüks Io which the girls are condemned
bring about hysteria and nervous de-
rangement. Professor Walzleid ad-
vises that those girls alone who show
a musical bent should be taught to
play. In all the rest the necessary
compulsion acts harmfully upon the
nervous system. Mothers who insist
upon their daughters learning the
piano should make a note of this.

JUDGE HUGHES ON THE SCHOOL-
BDy STRIKE. -Judge Hughes, the
author of " Tom Brown's School
Days," bas delivered himself regard-
ing the recent school-boy strike. If
these strikes, said he, had occurred
when he was a boy, the lads would
have been summarily dealt with, ard
in a way, too, which the boys of this
generation would be astonished at.
If the spirit of disobedience should
increase, and vitiate and demoralize
the boys of England, those who, in
the language of the poet, "own the
coming years," then the great inherit-
ance of which all Englishmen ought
to feel proud, the magnificent empire
which was passing out of the keepin.g
of his generation into the keeping of
younger men, would, he feared, never

be retained. If it were to be retained,
they must put duty before everything
else.-The Schoolnaster.

AN OLD ScHOOLMASTER.-An in-
terview with one of Canada's pioneer
pedagogues, Mr. Jeremiah Horgan,
who was born on the banks of the
Lakes of Killarney, and who taught
in Canada, 1847-1871. He received
no pension:

The old man hesitated, appeared con-
fused, and finally said, "No, I have
not; I an down to my last dollar. I
received no pension from the govern-
ment. Before retiring I did not be.
long to the school fund, but after-
wards I offered to pay all arrears, so
as to get a pension, but ' was not
allowed to do so. A pension, now,
no matter how small, would be a
great boon to me, and would be but
a small tax on the country, as my days
are nearly numbered. I arn one of
the pioneer schoolmasters of Canada.
Teachers of the present day little know
what .fficulties we had to contend
with i , days gone by.

The News reporter bade him farewell,
feeling confident that he had had the
pleasure of seeing one of the men who
had helped to make Canadians the
honest, upright and good citizens
that the majority of them are.-7he
Chronice and N'Jews (Kingston).

CORRESPONDENCE.

DEAR MR. EDITOR, - One more
turn of the crank at the Education
Department ! Now the pupils who
wish to obtain Third-Class Certificates
must send up their books in book.
keeping and drawing to be examined.
Passing over the manifest objections
connected with the practical working
of this plan through the term, I beg

to ask who is to pay the not incon-
siderable postage, express charges,
etc., etc., and also who will compen-
sate teachers for all the time they
must devote at the pleasure of the
Minister and his subordinates to
carrying out this regulation ?

Yours respectfully,
ENQUIRER.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

BOUND copies of THE MONTHLY
for the last eleven years can be cob
tained by applying to Box 2675,
Toronto.

WE have pleasure in referring our
readers to the advertisementof Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co. on another page of
THE MONTHLY. There are few
American firms who publish books
more suitable for a teacher's library,
and for the reading of educated peo-
.ple generally.

IT is gratifying when friends take
the trouble of greetmg us, as they
often do, with kind words, but when,
with the gracious word the small sum
required for the yearly payment of
this magazine is enclosed, nothing
can be more satisfactory. We thank
all such. Will our subscribers be
good enough to renew and forwaid
promptly ail the money necessary to
balance accounts ?

THE CURRICULUM.

F OLLOWING its usual practice,
the Senate of the University of

Toronto has entered upon the prepa-
-ration of the curriculum for the years
1891-6. The first draft of the work
for the next five years is ready, and
has been sent to all the institutions
more immediately concerned. Sec-
ondary schools of all kinds and grades
are to be communicated with, and
also all colleges and universities. No
one class is more interested in the
curriculum than the masters in our
High Schools. We hop. that they
will not be backward in forwarding to
the Registrar whatever suggestions
may appear to them likely to increase
the acceptability of the prescribed
work. All other universities in our

*Province have now an opportunity of
influencing in the right direction the
education of the country; for we
understand that the Senate has also
asked their co-operation in niaking
this the best course of readin. we
have ever lad in our preparatory
schools. These things are becoming,
and it is only to be expected, that all
our educators will avail themselves of
the opportunity to show their free-
dom from local influences and parti-
san politics.

SEPARATE SCHOOLS.

T HE proposal to abolish the Sepa-
rate Schools in the Province of

Manitoba has again brought under
active discussion the important ques-
tion, What shall the character of our
Public Schools be ? Shall the teach-
ing in these schools be purely secular?
if there can be such teaching ? or shall
it be Christian ? What people who
ask for secular schools mean, may be
seen at the present day in France.
In the Public Schools there the text-
books used have been so prepared
that the name of God cannot be found
in them, the name of the Saviour is
carefully eliminated, and not only so,
but the name must not be used or
referred to. Good people in Ontario
say to us, " France is an extreme case,
common sense people will never go
to such extremes, especially with us."
We beg to remind such friends,
"When the steed is stolen lock the
stable door."

Such is the present fruit of secular
education logically carried out; what
the fruit will be in the lives of the
peuple of France a generation or two
hereafter only time will show. Tourists
tell us that they felt degraded by hav-
ing the current French literature in
their pockets as they passed through
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that country. Many intelligent peo-
ple, and the number of such is in-
creasing, earnestly contend that it is
quite possible to have a system of
public education non-sectarian, non-
denominational, but unmistakably
Christian. There is a great mistake
constantly made by n >st men on this
subject. They allow their minds to
dweil too much on the differences
which exist among the several denomi-
nations and thus pay ri:<re attention
to the differences than to the agree-
ments in the matter of Christian be-
lief. In regard to this, vhat is wanted
is the considerate forbearance which
intelligent, sensible men have to exer-
cise towards their brethren in the
church. If this were done we would
have fewer denominations very shortly.
Let our readers think of the extent of
the truths of Christianity common to
all honest, earnest people, in con-
parison with the shadows of miserable
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differences between them, and they
vill be surprised that we should be

so suspicious of one another.
In order, therefore, that the great

work of evangelizing the world may
be accomplished and kept on the high
plane of pover and purity, necessity
is laid upon all Christians to firmly
set aside all minutix in matters of
belief and cordially to welcome all
workers vhose main object is the
same. The Public School is one of
the most influential agencies, if not the
most influential, in the country, to
secure this end.

It gives us, therefore, much plea-
sure this month to publish part of Dr.
King's address, lately delivered in
Manitoba at the opening of the Col-
lege in Winnipeg. This question will
not " down," and should not, till the
right solution is reached, and this de-
sirable result we have not yet obtained
in the Ontario Public Schools.

SCHOOL WORK.

MATHEMATICS.
ARCHISALD MACMIURctY, M.A., TORONTo.

EoD·roR.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.
JUNIOR MArRICULArION, 1889.

ALGEBRA-PASS.

Examiners: A. R. Bain. M.A. ; W. H.
Ballard, M.A.; J. McGowan, B.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for University Schol.
arships will take only those questions marked
with an asterisk. Ail other candidates
(whether for Pass or [-lonours, Second Class
or First Class Certificates) must take the
first thrre questions and any five of the
remainder.

i. Prove (i) (-a) x (-b)= +ab;

a C ad
(2) 7 + b- '

(3) a"' x a = am+n.
2. Solve (i) 13X -

8
y + 21z + 19 = o,

19x + 6y + 14z + 7 = O,
X + 24Y + 35z + 13 o;

a b
(2) + - 5,

b a - as
2x 3y ab

*3 Solve (1) 2X' - 3Xy + 1 ly 2 = 1,
3x' - 5xy + 5y= 3;
x+3 z 6

(2) + =-
x vx+3 X

*4. Factor
(z) (a+b+c)*+a4 -(b+c)'+b4 -(c+a4)

+c4-(a+b)* ;
(2) (x+ yz) (y+ zx) (z+xy)

+ (X* - 1) (y, - 1) (zt - 1).
a c e a

5. If-=-= shew that-

a+c+e
~+d+f

State and prove the more general theoremn
of which this is a particular case.

I y z
if ~ shew that
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(x-y) (y-Z) (z-x) xy:
(a-b) (b-c) (c-a)~ abc

* 6. Employ Horner's method of division
Io divide

(1) I2X^ + 21X' y - 20X' y" -
8 6x"y'

+ S5 y' by 3x* - 57';

(2) I by 1 - x + x to six termg in the

quotient, and write down the remainder.

Shew that the next six terms may be
obtained without actually dividing.

* 7. Find the va'ue of

(i) (x- 1)' when x =V -

(2 va +_ X + V/ 7- x

Va + x - '/a - x
2ac

I+ c
8. Eliminate x and y from

x (y + 9) = 5 (V +I), (x+7) (y - 1) =O,
xy = n.

*9. Shew that ax* + bx + c = a (x-p)
(x-q) where p, q are the roots of the equa-
tion ax' + bx+c = o.

One of the roots of the equation 24xS

- 46x' + 29X = 6 is ï, find the other two

mo0s.

Io. If X y z
a-b-c b-c-a c-a-b

shew that (b-c) x + (c-a)y + (a- b)z=o;

and that a (y -z) + b(z-x) + c (x-y)=o.

* ii. Solve the equations
a = bz + cy, b = cx + az, c =ay + bx;

I --x
2  I - y% I -Za

and shew that al- = ó = c 2

* 12. A person borrows $1,ooo for two

years and discharges the debt by paying
$6oo at the end of one year and $6oo at the
and of two years. What rate per cent. per
annum (compound) interest did he pay ?

* 13. A square plot of ground is sur-
rounded by a gravel walk of.uniform width
which covers 891 sq. ft. of ground. Outside
this walk, at a uniform distance of half the
length of the plot is a second walk (of the
same width as the first) which covers 1,903
sq. ft. of ground. Find the size of the plot.

1 MODERN LANGUAGES.
Editors J H.1. S-rPANo. B.A., Goderichi.

1W. il. B•nsa.i.A., 'Toronto.

EXERCISES IN ENGLTSU.

i. Expand the following sentences into
(i) Compound (2) ComplCx.

(a) Fearing t be asked about it he kept
out of her way.

(b) le lias not answered cithcr of my
lettcrs.

(c) I doubt the correctness of the last
speaker's figures.

(d) Notwithstanding the heavy rain there
was a large attendance.

(c) You must bear the consequences of
having broken the rule.

(f) We could not have escaped without
their assistance.

2. Contract into simple sentences:
(a) The report may be true, but I can

hardly believe it.
(b) They were so numerous that I could

not count them.
(c) As we knew what a difficult task it

would be we were unwilling to attempt it.
(d) They will all be glad when they hear

that he has arrived.
(e) He made a second attempt, but it was

as unsuccessful as the first.
(f) It is certain that it could not have

been he that wrote it.

3. Change the voice of all the finite verbs-
in the following :

(a) Has the secretary received any appli-
cations ?

(b) Examples of this may be found in al-
most every lesson.

(c) Why did not some one notify him of
the meeting ?

(d) No answer has been given to the
question that he asked.

(e) How many times do they expect me to
repeat it ?

( f) It is said that he was never made
aware of it.

4. Arrar.ge in as many ways as possible
without altering the sense :

(a) The Iroquois, regardless of their pro-
mise, fell upon them.
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(b) A ilect of cannes suddenly appeared,
flllcd with war:iors cager for revenge.

(c) Not a boy was missing when they as.
scmblcd at the school ncxt morning.

5. Change to indirect narrative :
" A Merry Christmas, Bob," said Scrooge,

with an carnestness that could not bc mis-
taken, as he clappcd him on the back. " A
Merrier Christmas than I have given you for
many a ycar I I'l1 raise your salary, and
endeavour to assist your struggling family,
and we will discuss your affairs this very
afternoon. Make up the fire, and buy an-
other coal seuttie before you dot another i,
Bob Cratchit."

6. Change to direct narrative:
The Genius, seeing me indulge myself in

this melancholy prospect, told me I had
dwelt long cnough upon it, and asked me to
take my eyes off the bridge and tell hin if I
saw anything I did not comprehend.

7. Break up into a series of six short
simple sentences :

The mute nodded, and stepping towards
the coat of mail, which hung upon the pillar
of the tent, he handled it with a ncety of
address that sufficiently showed that he fully
understood the business of the armour-bearer.

8. Combine into simple sentences:
(a) A broad open plain was the field of

fight. It offered no advantage to either
party.

(b) There was a hesitation in the hostile
ranks. He seizd the opportunity. He
ordered the whole line to advance.

(c) The English were expecting a war with
France. They had begun to fortify their
seulement. They had not received special
permission from the Nabob.

C LAS S-R 0 0 M.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION, 1889.
EUCLID-ARTS AND MEDICINE.

Examners-A. R Bain, M.A.; W. H.
Ballard, M.A.; J. McGowan, B.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for Scholarships are
required to take the whole paper. Ail other
candidates (whethet for Pass or Honours,

3

Second or Third Class Certificae ) will take
any cight of the questions.

i. Define right line, right angle, parallel
right lines, rectangle, tangent to a circle,
angle in a segment ; and givc Euclid's
axioms concerning right lines and right
angles.

Use the axiom, "Twostraight lines which
intersect one another cannot be both parai-
]cl to the same straight line," to prove that
straight lines which are parallel to the same
straight line are parallel to one another.

2. If two triangles have two sides of tho
one equal Io two sides of the other, each to
each, and have likewise their bases equal,
the angle which is contained by two sides of
the one shall be equal to the angle which is
contained by the two sides of the other.

XAB and YAB are isoçceles triangles on
the same base AB, the line joining X, Y,
produced if necessary, bisects AB at right
angles.

3. If one angle of a 'triangle be greater
than another, the side opposite the greater
angle shall be greater than the side opposite
the less angle.

Prove, by superposition, that if two right.
angled triangles have a side and hypotenuse
of one equal respectively to a side and hypo-
tenuse of the other, the triangles are equal
in all respects.

4. The square described on the hypoten.
use of a right angled triangle is equal to the
sum of the squares on the sides containing
the right angle.

Divide a given straight line into two parts,
such that the sum of the squares on them
nay be equal to a given square.

5. If there be two straight lines, one of
which is divided into any number of parts,
tl.a rectangle contained by the two straight
lines is eqal to the sum of the rectangles
contained by the undivided line and the
several parts of the divided line.

If A, B, C, D are points taken in order on
a right line, then w1ll AB•CD + BC-4D
= AC'BD.

6. If a straight line be divided into any
two parts, the sum of the squares on the
whole line and on one of the parts is equal
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to twice the rectangle contained by the
whole and that part, together with the square
on the other part.

Give the corresponding algebraical for.
mula.

7. To dividc a given straight line so that
the rt ctangle contained by the whole and
one part may bc equal to the square on the
other part.

Fini a point in the linc produccd which
divides the line into segments satisfying the
above condition.

8. If two circlcs touch one another inter-
nally, the straight line which joins their
centres, being produced, shall pass threugh
the poit of contact.

What is assumed in the above enunciation.
Two circles whose centres are 4 and B

touch one another internally, and a straight
line is drawn through the point of contact
cutting the circtmference in Pand Q; shew
that the radii AP and BQ are parallel.

9. Equal chorde in a circle are equidistant
from the centre ; and, conversely, chords
which are equidistant from the centre are
equal.

If two equal cords of a circle intersect,
shew that the segments of the one are equal
respectively to the segments of the other.

o. Angles in the same segment of a circle
are equal.

Through one of the points of intersection
of two circles a line is drawr.; show that
the part of this line intercepted by the cir-
cumferences of the circle subtends a constant
angle at the other point of intersection.

tr. If a straight line touch a circle, and
fron the point of contact a chord be drawn,
the angles which this chord makes with the
tangent shall be equal to the angles in the
alternate segments of the circle.

The perpendiculars dropped on the chord
and on the tangent ftom the middle point of
cither ara cut ofi by the chord are equal.

ARITHM ETIC.

NOTE.-Candidates for University Schol-
arships will take only those quîestions marked
with an asterisk. All other candidates
(whether for Pass or Honours, Second Class
or First Class Certificate.) must take the

first three questions and any six of the te-
maindcr.

1. A note for $876, dated May 1-. for go
days, and bearing interest at the rate t. 8 pet
cent. per annum, is discountcd at a bar.k on

July 3 at 6 per cent. What are the proceeds
of the note ?

2. Explain the terms Exchange, Bill of
Exchange, Par of Exchange.

What is meant by saying "the rate of
sterling exchange is $4 87 for 6o-day bills ? 's

Ifow is the par of exchange bctwecn two
countries arrived at ?

3. What capital should be invested in 6
per cent. stock at 104 to produce an income
one.third greater than that derived [rom
$i,Soo invester. in 7 per cent. stock at 115?

Yhat :ate of interest is received on the
money invested in each case?

* 4. Prove that a vulgar fraction may al-
ways be reduced to a terminated or to a
repeating decimal.

* 5. Explain the method of contracted
multiplication of decimals.

Employ this method to find the number of
cuble yards in a cubic metre correct to four
decimal places, a metre being equal to

1.09363 yds. linear measure.
* 6. A rectangular solid is hammered until

its length is increased to per cent., and its
width r5 per cent. ; by how much per cent.
has its thickness been diminished ?

*7. The cost of manufacturing a certain
article depends partly on the cost of labour
and partly on the cost of the raw material.
Wages rise 25 per cent., but a reduction of
one-sixth in the cost of material enables the
manufacturer to produce 16 of the articles
for what 15 cost him before the change.
How much does the raw material for $ioo
worth of the manufactured article now cost
him ?

* 8. The expense of constructing a rail.
road is $2,ooo,oo, two.fifths of which was
borrowed on mortgage at 5 per cent., and
the remaining three-fifths was held in shares.
What must be the average weekly receipts so
as to pay the shareholders 4 per cent., the
expenses of working the road being 55 per
cent. of the gross receipts ?
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'9. A person huys a house and lot-the
lot bcing worth two.fifths as much as the
house-and lets to a tenant at a monthly
rental of one per cent. on the cost cf the
property. le finds that the lot will rise
5 per cent. and the house deprcciate 4 per
cent. in value every ycar, that insurance (on
four.fifths of the value of the property in-
sured) will cost him il per cent. cvery thrce
ycars, that bis taxes will be iS mills on the
dollar, and that the assessors have valued his
property at zo per cent. lers than he gave for
it. What rate per cent. will he receive on
the moncy he has invested ?

Io. An invoice of British merchandise,
amounting to £2o,ooo and subject to an ad
valorem duty Of 35 per cent., is received at
New York and converted into U.S. moncy
at the rate of $4.844 to the pound sterling
instead of $4.8665, the truc value ; how
much is gained or lost by the difference, and
by whom ?

* il. In 1837 the U.S. half-dollar was
changed in weight from 208 grains to 2o6j
grains, and in fineness from .8924 to .goo ;
find the least whole numbers which will
show the relative values of the coins before
and after the change.

* 12. A leaves P for Q, 39 miles distant,
at the same time that B leaves Q for P;
they travel at uniform rates of speed till they
meet. B then increases his speed one-
eighth and reaches P in 5 hours from the
time he met A ; while A, after resting for an
hour, proceeds at nine-tenths his former rate
and reaches Q at the same time that B
reaches P. Find the rate at which each
person set out.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,
ONTARIO.

JULY EXAMINATIONS, z889.
Third Class Teac4iers.

Examiriers: W. H. Fraser, B.A. ; J. E.
Hodgson, B.A.

LATIN GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.
NOTE.-Candidates will take A and either

B or C.
A.

r. State the general rules for (a) natural
gender, and (b) grammatical gender.

2. Decline the following combinations:
parles Ires. Garumna flumen. extrenis jfini-
bus, privala trdifß<ia, quibus itincribus.

3, Gave thr degrees ( comparison ai the
advcrbs correspnonding to the following adjec-
tives: /ûngus, fat/is, parvus, maxinus, gra-
vis, audax.

4. Conjugatc the verbi of which the fol-
lowing are parts: incoa/o, fiebat. permoti,
suppteret, combuirunt, perrumpre, didicisst,
rntuerint, subvexeral, emi.

5. Distinguish: re/iqui, religui; cecidi,
c«tidi; ldem. dem; populus, pOpulus : vni,
vni ; duci, dûei.

Express in Latin the following dates:
March 27th, April 5th, May loth.

7. Translato into Latin:
(a) Dumnorix married the daughter of

Orgetorix.
(b) The daughter of Orgetorix married

Dumnorix.
(c) Ambassadors came from the Edui to

Cmrsar to ask aid. e
(d) C:esar hr.d caused bridges to be built

in order that his soldiers might cross the
rivers more safely.

(e) When the general was informed of
these things, he ordered the state to furnish
hostages.

(f) Cicero, the most eloquent of Roman
orators, was born near (apud) Arpinum,
lived (ago) the greater portion of his life at
Rome, but visited Greece and spent six
months ait Athens.

B.
Translate into Latin using direct narration:
In-olden-days (olij) their slaves formed a

conspiracy against the Scythians (Scythae)
and joined battle. They fought a long time.
At length one of the Scythians said: " What
in-the-world (tandem) are we doing ? We
ourselves are being klleJd whilst fighting
with our slaves ; besides, if we kill them we
shall have fewer. Therefore let us throw
aside (omitto) our spears and arrows (sagitta)
and take our whips (flagellum) and make an
attack on the slaves. They think now that
they are our equals, but when we have taken
the whips, they will remember their bondage "
(servitudo). The Scythians listened (parea)
to these suggestions (dictum).; the slaves at-
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sight-of ({:id) the whips betook themsclvcs
to flight.

C.
Translate into Latin using indirect narra-

tion :
The amibssadors çaid that they entrusted

(Permitto) thcmcivc and ail their posses-
sioni to the protection (fit/s) of the Roman
pcoplc. that thcy had ncver combincd (cois-
iro) against the Roman pcople and that

they were prcpared to give hoîtages. to cxc.
cutc (facio) his commandis, to reccivc him in
their towns, and to% as ist him with corn and

otlcr things. That ail the other Belgie wcre
in arms, and that the Germanî who live on
this side of the Rhinc had joincd thcm. So
great, too, wax their infatuation (furor) that
thcy (the ambassadors) could not prcvent the
Sucssiones, who were their ovin kinsmen
(consanguincus) and uscd the same laws and
customs, from joining (conhsentio) them.

LATIN AUTIHORS.
Norrs.-Candidates will take A and either

B or C.
A.

i. (a) Translate each of the following ex-
tracts, and (b) explain the construction of the
italicized portions:

(i) Interim quotidie Cesar Eduos fru.
mentum quod essent publice politi, f/agi-
tare.

(2) Eo autcm frumento quod flumine Arare
subvexerat, propterea uti minus poterat, quod
iter ab Arare felvetii averterant, a quibus
discedere nolebat.

(3) Quin etiam, guod necesqario rem coac-
tus Cxsari enuntiarit, intelligere sese quanto
id cum periculo fecerit, et ob Cam causam,
quam diu potuerit, tacuisce.

(4) Reperiebat e'iam inquirendo CSsar
çuod prœlium equestre adversum paucis ante
diebus esset factum, initium ejus fugS factum
a Dumnorige.

(5) Ipse interim in colle medio. triplicem
aciem instruxit legionum quatuor veteran-
arum, ita uti supra se in summno jugo duas
legiones quas in Gallia superiore proxime
conscripserat, et omnia auxilia col/ocaret.

B.
Translate into idiomatic English:
Diviiacus multus cum lacrymis.

Dumnorigi rustodrs ponit. ut, gue agai, gui.

bus<uzm loqiuatur, s<ire possit.
i. Parie fully the words printed in italics.
2. ex r" To what docs ro refer ?
3 amicitir. Ir this the subjective geni-

tive or the objective genitive ? Givc reasons
for your answer.

4 Ciesaren"s romplexus. Why is the r..
consolatus rotat. solute construc-

tion not uesl ?
5. "tnegusd . . . crevind." Change

to direct narration.
6. drxtrumn. Supply the cllipçis.

7. Conjugate the verbs of which the fol.
lowing arc parts: complexus, crevirset, u4tere-
tur, ocidisset. futurum, peteret, prendit, con.
donet, astendit, loquatur.

8. Give other degrces of comparison of:

gra
3ius, plurimum, minimum.

8. Break up the following compounds and
give the force of each part: propterea, ado.
lescentiam, existimatione, neminem, ostendrt,
condonet, adh- e, inte//igat, suspicione, pra.
terita.

C.
Translate into idiomatic English :
Cesar, primum suo, . . . tertia, ut

ven ien tes exciperet.
t. Parse fully the words printed in italics.

,2. Substitute a quum claube for any one of
the absolute constructions in the ex' ract.

3. fuga. Is this the subjective genitive or
the objective genitivc? Give reasons for
your answer.

4. Supply the ellipses in the ext ract.
5. Capto monte et sucedenlibut nostri-.

Account for the use of the perfect participle
and of the present participle.

6. Cohortalus suos. Tan, lem vu/neribus de-
fessi. Why is the ablative absolute not used?

7. Conjugate the verbs of which the fol-
lowing are parts : cohortatus, tolleret, per/re-
gerunt, jadtato, defessi, caoperunt, claudebant,
aggressi, intulerunt.

8. Give other degrees of comparison of:
facile, commode, prima.

9. Break up the following compounds and
give the force of each part:
conspectu. perfregerunti, disjecta, impedimiento,
evellere, commode, aggressi, receperant, sum-
motis, exciperent.
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

Tita November Aliantuopcns with a time-
ly article on " Character of Democracy in
the Unitcd Stater," hy Professor Wondrow
Wilson. Profcssor Wilcon fcars that onme.
thing like national paralysis wilI avertakc
bis country for the nccd of central and ec-
sponsibleleadcrship. Another political papcr
in on " The Frcnch in Canada." Thcrc are
two csays on art subjects, and among the
stories is a short talc by Octave Thanct. en-
titled " Th First Mayor," the plot of which
is laid In a western town. It is full of inci-
dent and interest. The other pages of this
scholarly magazine arc illed by equally good
litcrature, and by the usual departments.

Tra question, " Are th,: French capable
of self-government ? " is cliscussed and partly
answcred in an article in the last issue of the
Overland. The writcr thinks recent events
show progress in that direction. " Poverty
and Charity in San Francisco," is another
article that many people will read and feel
themsclvcs well repaid for doing so. Fiction
is represented by four short storics and five
chapters of the seriai, *A Talc of the In-
credible." Tht Overland is noW in its 22nd
year. It has during that time filled a very
important place in western literature.

The Quiver continues to present to the
reading public literature suited for Sunday
and home reading. It is an excellent bouse-
hold magazine. Amongst the contributors
to the November number are Evelyn Everett
Green, Sarah Doudney, Rev. Dr. Macduff
and others. Two short papers on " Winning
Unawares," and " Having a Hobby," and a
third on "Gentleness in Christian Work,"
are perhaps the bem, reading in the number.

The Academy devotes a large part of its
November issue to the Official Report of the
Fourth Annual Meeting of the N. E. A<so-
ciation of Colleges and Prep2ratory Schools.
The question, "$hould fHomer be taught in
the preparatory school ?" was discussed fully
by Prof. Seymour and Dr. Keep, ir, papers
read at that meeting and printed here.
The former is opposed to, and the latter

rather in favour of, such tcaching. Two
other articles make up the number. Thr
Academy is one of tht best magazines for
teachers pul.lisbcd on this Continent.

OURa ecstcemcd wcekly visitor, the Critie, la
more and mnrc thought of by those engaged
in literary work. lts longer reviews arc
always worth rcading through, while the
brieer onts. whether favourablc or the rc-
verse, contain verdicts of no bitte value as a
guide ta those who rcad and buy books.
The latest issue has an intercsting page on
Books for the Young - another on Holiday
Publications; a column devoted ta Julian
Corbett's "'Life of Monk ; a Boston Let-
ter. and other letters; and the usual fresh
"Notes."

The Nr-w Calislthezcs. By Dr. M. L.
Pratt. (Boston : The Educational Publish-
ing Co.) $1.25 -A handsome manual of
calisthenics, giving instructions for position
and gestures, steps in marching, dumb.bcil
exercises, wand drills, motion songs, etc.,
and fully illustrated, is a book of which many
teachers wili be glad to hear. Every step is
plain, and the course of instruction is so full
that it will be found very satisfactory. espe.
cially for primary and intermediate work.

Louisa May Alcott. Her Life, Letters,
and Journals. Edited by Ednah D. Chency,
(Boston: Roberts Brothers.)-A feeling of
pleasure came over cveryone who had read
Miss Alcott's books on seeing the announce-
ment of the present volume., There is no
book recently issued more suitable for a prize
book, particularly for girls-a great many
copie< will be Christmas presents. Page
.. ter page of the Letters and Journalg, in
many cases anno•ated by the authoress in
later yeats, wid claim the attention of the
reader. We can only say that the story of
Miss Alcott's own life is as interesting as her
own beautiful true stories of life. The vol-
ume is uniform with the series of her works
issued by her publishers, Messrs. Roberts
Bros. We hope many of our readers will be
fortunate enough to have it for their own.
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A Few, Alore Verses. By Susan Coolidge.
(Boston : Roberts Bros.)-A dainty little
volume, white-bound and red-edged, contain-
ing new poems by "Susan Coolidge " (Sarah
C. Wolsey), bas just been issued. Readers
of magazines are already fn.iiliar with beau-
tiful verses (rom the pen of this gifted
authoress, suJi as " Every Day is a Fresh
Beginning," and others. The words are
sweet and fitly chosen, and the thoughts too
heipful to be passed over or forgotten.

(r) Vere Foster's W-iting Copy-Books.

17 Nos. id. and 2d. each.
(2) Vere Foster's Rold Writing Series.

17 Nos. 2d. each.

(3) Vere Foster's Palnerston Series. (Lon-
don, Dublin, Edinburgh, and Glasgow:
Blackie & Son.)-The original ' Vere Foster
Series' (<) bas long b-en largely used in
British schools, and is known as one of the
very best series, offering to teachers and
pupils the result of skill, tab. and practical
experience. The Bold Writing (2) com-
bines the excellence of a good official style
and the ordinary hand taught in schools.
The Palmerston Series (3) is designed for
use in Secondary Schools, being printed on
superior paper and adapted to the principles
laid down by Lord Palmerston for the
writing of clerks in the Civil Service. The
annual sale of these various series is over
3,ooo,ooo copies. The distinguished au hor,
Mr. Vere Foster, stipulated that they should
aiways be produced in Ireland, the scene of
his patriotic labours for the good of the
suffering and distressed.

Macnillan's Elementary Classics. Virgil.
4Eneid VII. Edited by A. Calvert, M.A.
(London: Macmillan & Co., and New York.)
-The latest issue of this excellent series of
classics opens with a Life of Virgil, followed
by an Introduction to the text. Masters will
find this a valuable edition for school use.
A full vocabulary is added.

Gradatim. By H. R. Heatly, M.A., and
H. N. Kingdon, M.A. 45 cts. Revised for
American Schools by W. C. Collar. (Boston:
Ginn & Co.)-Easy translati n books for
beginners in Latin, to prepare them for trans-
lating Cæsar or some other classic author ;

would not seem to be too numerous, judging
by the very la-ge sale of this book in Eng-
land. The American reviser has marked
quan*ties, etc., in the interesting anecdotes
which f.rm the matter of the book. The
I .:in is pure, simple and idiomatic.

Passages for Practice in Translation at
Sight. Edited by Prof. White, of Harvard.
Part IV. (Boston: Ginn & Co.) 90 cents.
-Messrs. Ginn & Co. are to be congratu-
lated on the excellent works in advanced
clhssics recently published by them. It is
intended that the present series'shall le
issued in four books; the first being extracts
from easy Attic authors; the second, fron
lIerodotus and Homer; the third, from
Demosthenes, Plato, Xenophon, and other
authrs; and the fourth, Ïrom Thucydides,
Aristophanes, Euripides, etc. The first two
volumes are intended for use in schools, and
the others for colleges. Teacher's editions,
with notes, etc., are also to be published.
A brief introduction on the art of reading at
sight, by the editor, accompanied by some
hints to students, adds to the value of the
book.

English Men of Action. Lord Strafford.
By H. D. Traill. (London : Macmillan &
Co., and New York.) 6o cts.-The subject
of Mr. Traill's biography is one that does
not yield in historic interest and importance
to any of those already treated in the English
Men of Action Series. We have here another
valuable contribution to English history in
his account of the deeds of the man who,
rather than his royal master, was the
real embodiment of absolutism in the Eng-
land of his day. It is a veritable picture of
the man from his earliest appearance to the
hour when on receiving tidings of Charles'
ingratitude he said, ' Put not your trust in
prince.s" Mr. Traili concludes bis masterly
sketch with some thoughtful remarks on the
rule of the many as opposed to the rule of
the few.

Ancient History of Colleges and H igh
Sehools. Part ., The Eastern JVations and
Greece. By President Myers. (Boston:
Ginn & Co ) $i. io.-The basis of this
w ork is the corresponding part of the author's
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" Ancient History." It has been revised
and new matter added. We have already
had the pleasure of expressing a favourable
opinion of President Myers' historical works,
and this book merits the same commenda-
tion. It will be sure to meet with apprecia-
tion and success.

Literary Laudmarks. By Mary E. Burt.
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.)-Miss
Burt, who is the teacher of English literature
in the Cook County Normal School, Illinois,
here gives the result of her thoughts and ex-
perience about children's reading during a
period of twenty years' educational work, for
the benefit especially of her fellow-teachers.
" Literary Land marks" is full of sensible
words and practicable suggestions, and if
those who read it do not get additional light
and some valuable ideas, then surely it is
their own fault.

A First Poetry Book. Compiled by M.
A. Wood, Ilead Mistress of the Clifton Iigh
School for Girls. 2s. 6d. (London: Mac-
millan & Co., and New York.)-It has al-
ready been our pleasant task to speak of the
merits of the second and third volumes of
this series, and we do not find the first, in-
tended for children between seven and eleven,
at all less interesting than the other two.
The poems selected are pretty and suitable,
and the purpose of the book well carried
out. We do not know any collection of
poetry of the kind anything like as good as
this series.

An Introduction to the Study of Shake-
speare. By Prof. Corson, of Cornell. $z.4a.
(Boston: D. C. Heath & Co.)-Most stu-
dents and teachers of English literature who
sec this book will feel a desire to add it to
their libraries. There is much given in its
pages to help and stimulate the student and
clear up his thoughts about the greatest Eng-
lish author. Besides commentaries on spe-
cial plays, the author considers more or less
fully questions of general criticism, chron-
ology, vocabulary, authenticity of special
folios, etc. The presswork, paper, etc., are
very good.

Riverside Literature .Series. No. 43. Ul-
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ysses Anong the Phacacians. W. C. Bryant.
15 cents. (Boston: Ioughton, Mifilin &
Co.)

Richard IL. is. 6d. (London: Moffatt
& Paige.)

English Classics. (i) The Tempest. Edited
by Inspector Deighton, of Bareilly. (2)
L'Allegro, Il Penseroso, etc. Edited -y Prof.
Bell, of Lahor-. (London: Macmillan &
Co., and New i ork )-We aie glad to sec
selections from Milton's poems and s.nnets
chosen for a volume of the English Classics
Series, and a very satisfactory text-hook it is.
A large part of the book is devoted to notes,
there are some forty pages of text and one hun.
dred and forty of notes. "The Tempest,"
hke the other plays edited by Prof. Deighton,
is well adapted for use in schools or by pri-
vate students. The editions of Shakespeare's
plays issued by Messrs. Miffatt & Paige are
remarkable for the large amount of informa-
tion and the extended notes given. We
should think that a student having such an
edition would scarcely need to consult any
other books in studying the play.

A Geography of New Zealand and Aus.
tralia. By J. J. Paterson, B.A. (Christ-
church, N. Y.: Whitcombe & Tombs.)-
This geography has been written for use in
the public schools of New Zealand, the
larger part being devoted to the geography
of that colony. Some forty pages treat of
Australia and of the groups of islands near.
As a book of reference Canadian teachers
would find it very useful.

Outlines of Geography. ,rs. (London:
Moffat & Paige.)-A good general outline of
the geography of the world, but, like a good
many other geographies published in Eng-
land, it- gives statistics about Canada
sone fifteen years out of date. We observe
too that it has been ''carefully revised."

7he Teacher's Drean, and other Songs of
Schooldays. Soc. (Cincinnati: McDonald
& Eick.)-Mr. W. H. Venable, the author
of this tastefully-bound book of puems, must
surely sympathize fully with our profession.
Teachers and others will be interested in the
poems. The illustrations are pretty.
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(t) Topics in Geography. By W. F.
Nichols. (2) 7acher'siManualin Geography.
By J. W. Redway. (Boston,: D. C. Heath
& Co.)-If there is not a great improvement
in teaching and learning geography, it is not
because there are not many new and good
books issued on the subject. The "Teach-
ers' Manual " gives a good deal of informa.
tion, corrects many popular errors, etc. The
", Topics " is a practical book to aid teachers
in class work as to what to teach and to
leave out, how to present the subject, etc.

Hydrostatis for Beginners. By J. W.
Sanderson, M.A. (London : Macmillan &
Co., and New York.)-This subject is now
being taught so largely in the laboratory that
text-books intended only for the class-room
are partially unsuitable for use at present.
Mr. Sanderson's work has many merits, and
is evidently a valuable text.book, being the
work of a practical and successful teacher.

The New Zealand Public School Copy Book.
Nos. 1-12. (Christchurch : Whitcombe &
Tombs.)-An excellent series of copy books,
after the model of the English round hand
copy books. They are for Standards I.-VI.,
two numbers for each standard, and are very
suitable for use in schools.

Notes o/ Lessons for Young Teachers. By
John Taylor. 50 cents. (Boston: Boston
School Supply Co.)-A manual containing

advice and information for those entering
the teaching profession. The suggestions
and hints as to manner, tact, preparing a
lesson, and other points are practical and
sound.

TEACHERS' BUREAU.

For one do!hu we will supply all our
members v:ith the EDuCATIONAL MONT HLY
for one year, and any one of the following
publications :-

Dictionary of Derivations.
Dictionary of S) nonyms.
National Pronouncing Dictionary.
Dowden's Shakespeare Primer.
Houston's too Lessons in English Com-

position.
Strang's Exercises in False Syntax.
Strang's English Composition.
Slips of Pen and Tongue. By J. H.

Long, LL.D.
Brief History of England.
Creighton's Rome Primer.
Jeffers's History of Canada (Primer).
Topical History, by Hunter.
White's Practical Problems in Arith-

metic.

Remember it costs ouly one dollar to be-
come a life member of the Bureau.

Address-TEACHERS' BUREAU, o20.
Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
THE BEST EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL IS

THE TEACHER'S BEST FRIEND.
Renew your subscription. Subscribers in

arrears are respectfully requested to remit
the amount at once.

Notify us at once of any change of ad-
dress, giving the old address as well as the
new.

Accounts will be rendered from time to
time, and prompt payrnent of the sime will
be expected. Specimen copies sent free
fron this office to any address.

Our readers wili observe that special at-
tention is given to examination papers in this
Magazine; in many cases hints and solutions
are added. We hopesubscribers and others
will show in a practical way their apprecia-

tion of the valuable work done by the-
editcrs of the different departments of THE
MONTHLY.

WE are gra-eful to the friends of THE
MONTHLY who have, from many different
places, sent us letters of approval and en-
couragement, and request their kind assist-
ance in getting new subscribers for 1890.

The Editor will always be glad to receive
original contributions, especially from those-
engaged in the work of teaching.

Bound copies of this Magazine in cloth-
may be had fron Williamson & Co., or
from James Bain & Son, King Street,
Toronto, for $i.oo per copy.
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